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Improving Accounting Department Effectiveness
Through Better Methods
by RICHARD F. NEUSCHEL
Associate Manager, McKinsey & Company, New York, N. Y.

T IS OF T E N WISE

and usually appropriate to begin the discussion of any sub-

I ject, especially one such as we are about to consider with some sort of an

exercise in semantics. If we are all to keep our attention focused on the same
problems and objectives, we must make sure, of course, that we use a common
language. This is particularly important here because the term "methods" and
its allied terms "systems" and "procedures" are, in a sense, semantic blanks.
In some companies the three words are used almost interchangeably, in others
only one or another is in common usage. Between companies the terms are even
less useful as reference, for each usually means something quite different in the
vocabulary and experience of each company.
Without trying to draw any fine distinction among these terms, let me say
simply that, in our consideration of this subject, I would like to use the word
"methods" in its broadest sense —as I am sure you would want me to do. Thus,
when I speak of developing better methods, I am not thinking solely of selecting
the best manual or mechanical means of performing the work of the office, although
that, of course, is an important part of the job. I am thinking equally as much
or perhaps even more of determining what work needs to be done by these
manual or mechanical means to achieve the basic objectives for which the accounting department exists. Thus, we should not regard office methods as being
limited to matters of mechanics. They are just as much concerned with the
clerical operations and activities that need to be performed to meet the adminis1. Pa r t s o f t h i s p ap e r a r e b a s e d o n t h e a u t h o r 's b oo k , St re am l i ni n g B u sin e ss Proc e d ure s,
an d ar e r e p ri nt e d by p e rm i s si o n of t h e pu bl i s h e r , M c G ra w -H i l l B oo k C om pa n y, I nc .
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trative goals governing the speed and the quality and the cost of the service to
be provided.
In addition to taking this broad view of office methods, let us agree that any
such discussion should apply not just to the activities of the accounting department, but also to all clerical work throughout the organization —in whatever
department it may be found. There are at least three reasons why a group of
accountants can appropriately take this company -wide look at the problem of
office methods:
I. The clerical activities of most businesses represent a network of related processes, most of w hich involve the accounting
func tion in one way or another. Most forms,
records and primary reports feed into or
support the summary data needed by top
management to control the company's assets and operations.
2. The accounting department ordinarily
comprises the largest group of clerical personnel in the company and its management,

therefore, is likely to have had more experience than any other executive group in t he
efficient use of this type of administrative
labor.
3. In companies which have formally organized a methods and procedures function,
the staff assigned to this work most frequentl y r eport s t o t he contr oll er or to some
other key executive of the accounting department.

No t Just A Serious Sif ua t io n — A Cr it ica l O n e
So much for the scope and application of our subject matter. Now, in facing
up squarely to the continuing problem or simplifying and strengthening our office
methods, I feel that we have much to be concerned about. It it a critical fact
that we are losing ground in the battle to control our clerical and other administratice costs. You are all aware, I am sure, of the phenomenal growth in clerical labor as a percentage of all those gainfully employed —of how this group
increased from about two and one -half per cent of the nation's workers in 1900
to we l l o v e r t e n p e r c e n t t o d a y . T h e o b v i o u s resu l t is tha t, i n m o st c o m p a n i e s,

the office force has grown way out of proportion to the increase in sales volume.
And everywhere we go, we hear chronic complaints about low productivity in
the office. Many of these complaints, I assure you, are not unjustified. For
example, I have seen the cost of paying a person range from thirty cents to one
dollar per payroll check. I have seen the cost of running a purchasing department ra nge fr om one dollar and fifty cents to six dollars per purchase order
issued. I have seen the productivity of keypunch operators vary from three
thousand to nine thousand keypunched holes per hour. And I have seen the
output of accounts payable checks range from one hundred to three hundred and
fifty per operator per day. There are literally dozens of similar illustrations I
might give you, but these four should be enough to establish the point: Many
of us have not done anywhere near the kind of job that has been done in the
factory to keep our unit costs under control.
1� 4
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In addition, it is equally true that, in many companies, the end product of
clerical effort has not been improved sufficiently to justify these incremental
costs. Ask yourselves honestly if you are completing your month -end closing
and getting key control reports to management any faster today than you did
ten years ago. Are your continuous inventory records any more accurate or
usable? Are you processing purchase orders more quickly? Do you honestly
feel that you are handling customers' orders any better today —in the light of
today's competitive conditions —than you were fifteen or twenty years ago? Are
you in any more flexible condition to tighten up key controls as weak spots, to
adjust your activities to changed requirements, to launch new activities? And if
the answer to any of these questions is "Yes ", you then need only to ask yourselves, "Is our improvement great enough to justify the increased cost ?"
I do not mean to imply by these questions that the office phase of American
business has been standing still. just about every company today makes some
kind of a conscious effort to improve its office operations. Many' companies have
set up formal methods and procedures programs. Some of the more progressive
organizations are beginning to use clerical work- measurement techniques extensively. Tremendous strides forward have been made in the office equipment
field. Many of you have increased the mechanization of your offices and have
benefited from the development of faster, larger capacity or more automatic
equipment.
Yet, in spite of these improved techniques, I know of one company in which
the clerical force in relation to production workers has grown from a ratio of
one to twenty-five at the turn of the century, to a ratio of one to nine just before the recent war, to a ratio of one to four today.
And this is not an isolated situation. The chronicle repeats itself endlessly in
company after company. In a very real sense we are winning some battles here
and there, but just as certainly, we are "losing the war."
Three Common Causes of Inertia
Those who approach this problem by default are inclined to hide behind the
comforting reassurance that this is all a result of government regulation and the
requirements of other outside agencies over which we have no control. These,
to be sure, are casual factors, but I am convinced that their importance has been
much exaggerated. The plain truth of the matter is that modern management's
own demands on the office have grown more rapidly than the capacity of the
office to meet them. The constantly increasing complexity of business operations
during the past two decades has forced the development of better, more refined
SEP TE MB ER , 19 52
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management techniques. By this process the needs of management have outstripped the speed and unit -cost accomplishments of the office. Whether we
realize it or not, we have been shooting at a moving target and the blunt fact
is that we have been losing rather than gaining distance on it. This is at
the same time a sobering and an exciting realization. It is sobering, of course,
in the obvious sense. It is exciting in the sense that something big can be done
about it.
If we are to achieve some really outstanding gains in this area, what is the
best way to go about it? In answer to that question I feel that in all probability
we will profit most by looking backward for a moment and asking ourselves
frankly, "Why have we not done a good job in this area in the past? What are
the real barriers which have stood in the way of our building a dynamic, hard hitting, low -cost office operation ?"
I do not pretend to have all the answers to these questions. But, at the risk
of oversimplification, let me suggest three answers which seem to lie at the heart
of the problem. In my experience these are the reasons why so many methods
and procedures programs have not kept pace with real needs:
I. W e have failed to appreciate the tremendous amount of "pay dirt" that lies in
this area. Thus we have not exploited our
opportunities to the fullest but have been
content to achieve marginal gains and to
leave things as they are, so long as they
seem to be operating smoothly.
2. W e have failed to approach methods
problems and opportunities in a fundamental way. Too often our whole attack on the

problem consists of a kind of fire- fighting
and trouble- shooting. It is little more than
an expedient patching up of weak spots.
3. We have not yet learned how to
deal effectively with the human attitudes
that often block methods and procedures
improvements. Or, stated another way, we
are still quite unskilled at getting people
to take effective action.

A Wide -open Field

Now let us examine each of these shortcomings in more detail and consider
some of the specific steps we can take to overcome them. The first barrier is
that few people really understand how much "pay dirt" lies in the improvement
of office methods. One of the basic reasons for this condition is that there are
very few cost standards for comparison and very little other knowledge throughout American business as to how many people are needed to run an office. This
handicaps management in two ways:
1. It forces management to operate without any reliable yardstick of worker productivity. There is, unfortunately, no office
equivalent of the factory's engineered standard. In the absence of such standards, alert
managements are just beginning to realize
that it is not enough to rely on their own
judgment or past employment levels or on
126

the assurance that people in the office are
continuously busy. Consciously or unconsciously, clerical workers fend to spread
themselves over the available work load.
2. Also for lack of revealing cost comparisons, few managements realize how much
of the work that is done in the typical office
can safely be eliminated.
N.A.C.A. BULLETIN

The full effect of these two handicaps is borne out by the tremendously wide
ranges I have already mentioned in the unit costs of preparing the payroll, issuing purchase orders and the like.
What price are we paying for this lack of control? To give you some clue as
to the probable cost reduction potential in the office, I feel quite safe in saying
that, through streamlining its procedures and improving its methods, the average
company could do a faster, better job with fifteen to twenty per cent less clerical labor than it now has.
But let us not make the mistake of assuming that the "pay dirt" in this area
is limited to clerical cost reduction. There are, of course, many other kinds of
benefits that can be gained from an organized, intelligent, continuing effort to
improve our methods. Here are some of them:
I. The reduction of direct costs which results from the furnishing of faster, more
complete control information on such factors as availability, machine down -time, scrap
and rework costs, and the like.
2. The improvement of service to customers through acceleration of the whole order- processing cycle.
3. The strengthening of executive effec-

tiveness by providing management with the
fresh figures needed for prompt decision
and action.
4. The improvement in morale of employees and confidence in their leadership
that come about when orderliness and simplicity are substituted for antiquated methods or complexity that defies comprehension.

Thus, in addition to the reduction of clerical costs, the "pay dirt" that lies
in this area includes the increased efficiency of the entire organization which
results from the rendering of faster, more reliable service by the clerical group.
Stop and think for a moment what a tremendous competitive advantage any
company would enjoy if it had already exploited this area to the fullest, if it
had eliminated from its office operations all delays and confusion and waste
motion, if all operations were being done on the equipment best suited to the
job, if all work were clearly necessary and fruitful and formed part of an integrated scheme into which all the pieces fitted with jigsaw - puzzle precision. This
may sound like a Utopian dream, yet I venture to predict that within the next
ten years progressive managements will achieve in this area more enduring competitive gains and more advances in management techniques than in any other
part of the business.
Getting Down to Basic Problems
This brings us to the second barrier we must hurdle. Partly because we have
failed to appreciate the real opportunities which lie in this area, we have also
failed to develop a positive, planned and fundamental approach to exploiting
SE PT EM BE R, 1 95 2
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these opportunities. Or to state it another way, the technical phase of our attack on the methods problems has been either sporadic or superficial or both.
Too often attention is given to improving clerical methods only under the stimulus of an office equipment salesman, a cost reduction drive, or some kind of
a breakdown in the services rendered by the office. Or if we have a full time
methods staff, it so often follows the passive approach of a service group, subject to every whim of a line organization, that is busy lobbying for an extra copy
of the receiving report.
Let us consider for a moment your office methods man—how he approaches
his job and the problems he is faced with. From your point of view, he is probably the fellow who is always coming up with a lot of half -baked ideas that
would only make your work harder or that just do not meet the test of operating
realities. Or he may always seem to be pursuing whatever fancied opportunities
happen to capture his attention at the moment instead of working on the problems you would like to see him concentrate on. In other instances, you may
think of him as the fellow who is always bothering you to review and approve
standard practice write -ups which do nothing more constructive than to record
existing practices which are functioning quite satisfactorily.
So much for your point of view. Now let us examine his outlook. If he has
any problems, they usually arise from one of two sources. First, he may not be
technically qualified for the job. I do not mean this in a limited, mechanical
sense but in a business management sense. That is, he may not have the breadth
and depth which are needed to see the interplay of organization, policy, procedure, and method and thus he is unable to come up with fundamental and far reaching solutions to methods problems. The other source of his difficulty may
be that his work is bogged down in the indifference, stubbornness, or inertia
of operating supervisors. Unfortunately, the more competent he is and the more
fundamental his diagnoses are, the greater is the danger that his efforts will
probe sensitive spots and incite suspicion or resistance.
Whichever the cause, the result is always the same. The methods man retreats
behind the protection of his own technical specialization. He becomes, if you
will, the high wizard of office gadgetry. He is known as a demon with a layout
template or a tabulating machine plugboard. Or, as a forms designer, he becomes preoccupied with the size and grade and weight of paper. In still other
instances, he may lose himself in evaluating the counterclaims made for electric
and manual typewriters, in developing a records retention policy, or in constrecting a work load chart for the stenographic pool.
I do not mean to suggest that these various details are unnecessary or fruitless. They are, to be sure, all parts of his job. But, by themselves, they repre128
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sent a preoccupation with minutiae, a random hacking away at isolated segments
of the job, while the really worth -while opportunities remain untouched. In
contrast to what is really needed in the development of better office methods,
these detailed phases of the job are a great deal like polishing brass on a sinking ship.
If we agree that something considerably more than this traditional role of the
office methods man is needed, then how do we go about filling that need?
Specifically, how should we approach methods problems to ensure that our diagnoses will be fundamental and our solutions enduring?

Do the Procedures Lead to Useful Objectives?

In answer to these questions, let me suggest a four -step approach. The first
step is that we must determine whether the underlying purpose or objective of
the activity is being effectively accomplished before we concern ourselves with
the best method of carrying it out. There is a tendency among methods analysts
to become so diverted by the lure of labor- saving opportunities as to lose sight
of the fact that procedures are but the means to an end. Yet, obviously, the
lowest cost means of producing an unsatisfactory end result is still an unwarranted extravagance.
For example, I have seen methods and procedures analysts plunge into the
job of setting up a punched -card method of stores record - keeping without ever
thinking about whether the present or proposed systems could produce the information needed to carry out a program of stores standardization and simplification. In other companies I have seen efforts made to cut the clerical costs
of sales -order handling without anyone's ever having asked, "From a competitive viewpoint, do our sales -order processing routines provide for our rendering
a superior form of customer service ?" From these illustrations I think we can
conclude that in developing a fundamental approach to methods problems, we
must make a critical appraisal of how effectively the desired end is achieved before we worry about reducing the intrinsic cost of the means.
Once this has been done, step two in our formula should be to re- evaluate the
work that needs to he done to achieve the basic objective. Here, of course, our
goal is to eliminate all unnecessary or unprofitable work and all work of marginal value. This sounds fairly simple but, unfortunately, it is not. In fad, it is
very much the hardest of the four steps just mentioned. The reason is that
the head of any kind of office activity does not have to show a profit on his
operations. That might seem to 'be an advantage, yet it is one of the greatest
SE PT EM BE R, 1 93 2
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the greatest crosses that any supervisor of clerical activity will ever have to bear.
It does more to inhibit clear, objective thinking than any other barrier he is ever
confronted with.
In the face of this built -in obstacle, how does one go about determining what
is unnecessary or unprofitable and what is of marginal value? The answer, in
part, is that our whole point of view has to be a bold one instead of the typically
cautious one. We have to develop a real willingness to challenge everything
that is being done instead of defending it. And, of course, as the other side of
the same coin, we must always be ready to take a calculated business risk.
Does the Activity Appraised Result in Benefits Outweighing Cost?
Secondly, to do a good job in this area requires sharp judgment because, ill
evaluating a function, it is easy to fall into the booby trap of mistaking reasons
for justification. The real test of necessity is not simply to determine whether a
given function serves some useful purpose. Actually very few activities will fail
to pass so limited a test as that. Just about everything that is done serves some
purpose or produces some value. Yet it is so often true that anyone defending a
given activity begins with an explanation of why it is performed and ends with
a recitation of the disasters that will result if it is eliminated.
No, the real test of necessity is whether or not the benefit produced by the
activity is greater than the cost. In its simplest form it is nothing more than a
matter of utility -cost relationship. Hard, honest digging in this area can produce some surprising and profitable results. This is particularly true if we are
not afraid to challenge some of our most hallowed business practices. Very
often our most sacred idols are the ones which turn out to have clay feet.
As an illustration, a few years ago, one of the country's largest mail -order
houses adopted the practice of destroying all correspondence, shipping papers,
and other documents associated with an order as soon as shipment to the customer had been made. Quite obviously this practice subjects the company to a
certain risk that it did not face when it retained these records. But a careful
study, conducted over a considerable period of time, revealed that the cost of
filing, storing, and searching through this tremendous volume of papers was
greater than any losses which would result from not retaining positive evidence
of shipment.
As another illustration which strikes closer to home, how many of you would
think of having your accounts payable department discontinue checking the
arithmetical accuracy of vendors' invoices, that is, extensions, totals, and discount
computations? Yet I know of a company which recently gave up making this
130
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check on all invoices of $50 or less when a study showed that it had been spending about $2,500 a year in clerical labor to catch errors which, in all likelihood,
would never cost the company more than $100 a year.
Yours would be a unique company, indeed, if it did not have its share of
opportunities similar to these two. They are not always easy to find and they
may take many different forms, but a thorough, open- minded and imaginative
search seldom fails to dig them out.
What Makes for Complex or Volume Routines?
Step three to a basic approach is to analyze the factors, requirements, and
attitudes which affect the complexity or volume of work. Very often the cost
of a clerical activity is less governed by the method of carrying it out than it is
by such indirect factors as company policies, the requirements and practices of
other departments, or the speed and accuracy goals which have been established.
As an example, let me tell you about the experience of a light machinery
manufacturing company which undertook a cost reduction study of all of its
clerical activities. This study brought out the fact that the company was manufacturing its detail parts in such small lots (or in such short "standard runs ",
as they were called) that it was frequently necessary to machine the same part
every six to eight weeks. Aside from the adverse effect of this practice on manufacturing costs, it also resulted in substantially higher clerical costs. Investigation of clerical routine in five departments — production control, inventory control, cost accounting, timekeeping, and payroll— showed that the work of a large
percentage of the clerks was determined, not by the company's total volume of
business but by the number of shop orders processed and, therefore, by the
average size of the manufacturing lots.
No more time was required by these clerks to process a shop order, material
requisitions, and job time cards for 500 of a given part than to process these
documents for 10 units of the same part. The clerks whose activities were
affected in this way represented about fifty per cent of the personnel in the five
departments studied. Thus, when the average size of the company's manufacturing lots was doubled, the work load of these five departments was automatically decreased twenty-five per cent.
Another illustration, which again probably hits closer to your own experience,
involves a large processing company whose maintenance and operating stores
consist of approximately 25,000 items. Under the pressure of a company -wide
program to reduce inventory investment, the storeroom was following a policy
SEP TE MB ER , 19 52
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of ordering only a ninety -day supply of all items but standby parts. A study
showed, however, that on a great majority of these items, the acquisition costs
of a ninety-day inventory were much greater than the carrying costs. (By acquisition costs, I mean the clerical and other costs of purchase requisitioning, purchasing, receiving, and paying for the item.) Based on these facts, the company
divided its stores inventory into three classes of items and established for each
a different number of month's supply to be carried — ranging from three to
12 months. This raised inventory investment costs slightly but it reduced clerical costs sufficiently to produce a sizable saving in the combined total of carrying and acquisition costs.
Now, of course, all opportunities you come across during this phase of the
basic approach will not be as far - reaching as the two described. But, at the same
time, some opportunities of this type can usually be found in every company.
For example, you can often achieve substantial savings just by making relatively
minor adjustments in your internal operating policies, accounting practices,
completion deadlines, speed and accuracy regiurements, and so on.
While we are considering this subject of factors affecting the complexity of
clerical work, we might as well face squarely a common related problem. That
is this: One of the most expensive luxuries in which many accountants indulge
is their pre - occupation with detail and their desire for precision. This is one
of the real occupational hazards that all supervisors of paper work face. The
more conscientious they are, the more they tend to be perfectionists. And yet,
unfortunately, perfectionism can be extremely expensive.
To cite a parallel situation, I recall during the last war hearing a speaker
discuss the basic conditions that had increased the cost of modern warfare so
astronomically. One of the principal points he made was that a relatively modest
percentage improvement in the performance of our weapons very often represented our margin of victory over the enemy. Yet this small improvement in
performance might have increased the cost of the weapon tremendously. As an
example, he cited the fact that increasing the speed of our fighter aircraft from
250 to 350 miles per hour increased their cost several hundred per cent. And
he concluded by saying, "Speed is unfortunately a most expensive commodity.
It is the same in battleships, motor cars, and race horses. A relatively small increase in speed may double the price of the commodity."
Like speed, perfectionism is an extremely expensive commodity. So we must
be wary of our insistence on exactness when the situation does not require
exactness. In more cases than not, rounded figures or informed estimates will
do—and there is nothing unrespeetable about them, however much they may
violate our desire for definiteness or precision. Often it is better to hire some132
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one to sweep the floor than to develop the perfect system that will keep four
hundred people from dropping things on the floor.

Is It the Best Way? Shall We Use Machines?
Now let us see where we are. Having exploited fully the first three steps in
our formula, we presumably will have eliminated all but the essential and profitable work and will have modified the policies, accuracy requirements, and other
indirect factors which result in increased clerical costs. What this all amounts to
is that we have the activity under review fairly well shaken down.
Logically, therefore, a fourth and final step in our approach is to develop a
simpler, faster or less costly way of performing the operations which remain.
This, of course, isessentially a matter of selecting the best manual or mechanical
means of doing the required work, considering such factors as work volume,
speed requirements, and so on.
This, as you know, is subject enough for a talk by itself and we might profitably have devoted our full time to it alone. I say this because a great many
people have let themselves be badly fooled on the choice of equipment as well
as on the part that equipment selection plays in the control of clerical costs.
Let me try to boil down for you the key points which need to be drilled into
our thinking if we are to maintain any sort of a balanced perspective on this
whole matter of equipment selection:
1. Do not make the mistake of assuming that the improvement of office operations
begins and ends with mechanization of the office. Some of the highest cost clerical
operations I have ever encountered exist in companies which are using the most modern
office machines in most of their operations. This does not mean for a moment, of
course, that the costs in these offices are high because of mechanization. It simply
emphasizes that the managements of these offices have fallen into the trap of assuming
that mechanization means efficiency and, in that way, have overlooked the larger improvement opportunities we have already considered.
2. Mechanical methods are not necessarily cheaper or faster than manual methods.
Just because a given operation can be performed mechanically is not, by itself, a reason
for doing it that way. The same principal applies to types of equipment. That is, just
because a given routine can be performed on complex, highly automatic equipment is
not per se a reason for doing it that way instead of on simpler, general - purpose, hand operated equipment.
3. The choice of methods ought clearly to be based on what work needs to be done,
not on what a given machine is capable of doing. Too often, in witnessing machine
demonstrations, we let ourselves be unduly influenced by feats of mechanical performance which have very little relation to our own real needs. For example, we are im•
pressed by the machine's speed or capacity or versatility. In other instances, we may
develop illusions about the value of new or additional information which the machine
is capable of producing. These features, of course, are attractive and, at the same time,
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all of us like to feel that we are modern in our outlook and practices. Yet, when taken
together, these two fa ctors ca n qu ickly induce in u s a k ind of "mechanica l hypnotism"
which leads to faulty long -term decisions.
4. When making a study of a given clerical a ctivity or procedure, do not limit yourself to a consideration of the present methods vs. a single alternative which, more often
than not, represents the proposal of an office equipment salesman. Instead, I urge you
to tak e a somewha t more thorough and imagina tive a pproa ch which begins with trying
to define the basic nature or characteristics of the function under consideration in as
few words as possible. Then, with this picture in front of you, let your initial approach
to the problem be a wholly theoretica l one. Tha t is, without thinking for the moment
about limitations of existing facilities or personnel, prepa re a list of all the different
means by which the function might conceivably be performed. You r first round in the
process of evaluating these alternatives should then lead to eliminating those which
prove wholly impracticable and to digging more deeply into those which seem promising.
The real advantage of this approa ch is tha t it will help you avoid the common error
of patching up an existing method which has become fundamentally unsuited to the
over -all job to be done.
S. My final suggestion on this matter of equ ipment selection is that you make an
organized effort to find out wha t is new in the office machine field. As I mentioned
earlier, great strides have been ma de in this field — particularly since the end of the
war. So many new developments are unfolding so rapidly that most of us need to
make a more conscious, planned effort to keep informed about them.
Let m e m e n t i o n just a fe w area s

you

m i g h t profita bly ex pl o re .

by n o m e a n s a co m p l e t e l i st b u t si m p l y i l l u str a t e t h e k i n d s

of n e w

T h e se are

developments

I ha ve in mind.
(a) Creation of perforated tapes simultaneously with the typing of a form and
subsequent use of this tape for automatic
creation of punched cards or addressing
machine pl a te s or transmission of a multiple copy document in finished form by commercial wire service.
(b) Use of voice intercommunication
equipment for centralized timekeeping and

To

dispatching.
(c) An electronic statistical machine
which combines in one unit the functions of
sorting, counting, accumulating, balancing,
and printing of information.
(d) Automatic folding and inserting
equipment,
(e) High- speed, automatic document and
ticket counting devices.

br in g y o u r se l ve s u p to da t e o n th e se a n d o t h e r d e v e l o p m e n t s wh i c h m a y

ha ve ec on o mi c a ppl ica t ion in you r co m p a n y , I u r g e you not
ch a n ce visit

of

to wa it

o n the

a n office e q u i p m e n t sa l esm a n. T a k e the init ia t ive yo u rself a n d

co n t a c t h i m o r h i s c o m p a n y d i r e c t l y . Vi sit t he o ffi c e e q u i p m en t sh o ws r e gu l a rl y .
Bu ild u p a fu nc ti on a l file of bu siness m a c h i n e litera tu re. A n d ta ke wh a t ev e r
ot h e r ste ps a re necessary to a c q u i r e a p r a c t i c a l w o r k i n g k n o wl e d g e o f t h e u se s,
ope ra ti ng c ha ra ct er isti cs, a n d li mi ta ti on s of e a c h ty pe
T h e se the n, by wa y of a su mm a ry , a re the
pr oa c h to th e t ec h ni c a l p h a se
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of e q u i p m e n t .

key steps

in a fu n d a m e n t a l a p-

of de v e l o p i n g b e t t e r m e t h o d s:
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I. Determine whether the basic objective
of the activity is being achieved satisfactorily before you become concerned with
reducing the cost of carrying it out.
2. Re- evaluate the work which needs to
be done.

3. Analyze the policies, requirements, attitudes, and other indirect factors which
affect the complexity or volume of work.
4. Finally, select the best manual or mechanical means of doing the essential or
profitable work.

Intelligent Consideration of Human Relationships
The third and final barrier which blocks real accomplishment in the methods
field is that we have not yet learned how to handle the human - relations phase
of the job. Many of us have placed too much blind reliance on the so- called
"authority of our ideas" and, in that way, we have overlooked or underrated
the basic attitudes which must be dealt with in this sort of work. We have lost
sight of the fact that successful conduct of a method - improvement program
comprises a twofold job. It is not merely a matter of generating sound ideas
through a skilled, technical approach to problems. It is just as much a matter
of gaining the emotional and intellectual sanction of the operating personnel
on whom we are dependent for making the recommendations work.
In trying to do something about this problem, it seems to me that we must
first recognize the existence of the following three sets of conditions and
attitudes:
I. In most companies, staff specialization
in the manufacturing area has gradually relieved foremen of the responsibility for planning facilities, developing production processes, and even, in many cases, determining
the manpower complement. No such change,
however, has taken place in the office, with
the result that the clerical supervisor still
considers himself primarily responsible for
developing his own methods and procedures
—,for deciding what will be done, how it
will be done, and how many people he
needs to do it. And he views any attempt
to change these elements as an intrusion on
his own domain or, at least, as something of
a reflection on his own managerial record.
2. People have a natural tendency to concentrate on those parts of their jobs on
which they are most frequently checked or
judged. And, because there are so few cost
standards for measuring efficiency in the
office, clerical supervisors are most fre-

quently judged by the quality and speed of
the services they render. It is not uncommon, therefore, to find overstaffing of a department to handle rush jobs or work peaks
as promptly as possible without interrupting
the regular routine. The supervisor usually
cannot control these peaks and special demands so that his natural inclination is to
be prepared for every contingency. Thus,
consciously or unconsciously, he will often
resist any effort to impair his flexibility for
rendering this kind of service.
3. Clerical supervisors typically do not
have a highly developed sense of utility cost relationship. As I pointed out earlier,
the more conscientious they are, the more
they tend toward perfectionism. And they
are usually shocked at the suggestion that
what they are doing may not need to be
quite as perfect or precise as they have
tried to make it.

Because of these basic conditions and attitudes, the success of a large -scale
methods and procedures program usually requires something more than the
ordinary effort at paving the way for change. The measures usually taken include assigning some experienced office methods man to the job, issuing a stateS E P T E M B E R , 19 52
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ment indicative of top management support, and explaining the purposes of
the study to operating supervisors. These steps are important, but by themselves
they often do no more than generate a passive cooperation and a kind of
"wait and see" attitude. The real need, of course, is to convert that attitude into
a type of cooperation which is affirmative, enthusiastic and creative.
Here, briefly, are the specific steps which, in my experience, will help you
win this type of cooperation and get effective action. In carrying out a methods
project, do not rely exclusively on your own versatility or self - sufficiency. Instead, start at the very beginning to make the key operating people partners
with you in the undertaking. Organize them into a working committee or
project task force and induce the key executive involved to charge the committee
with responsibility for the results achieved.
Now, since the committee will consist of operating personnel, its members
obviously will not have time to do all the work. To the methods man, as the
working member, must still fall the job of gathering, correlation, and presenting
the facts. But here are the things the committee can do as a group to make
them feel a real sense of participation and responsibility.
I. Get the committee to define the ob.
iectives of the study. This should be done
in very specific terms. For example, it is
not enough to say that the objective is to
speed up the handling of customers' orders.
The objective, in this instance, should be
stated in some such terms as these: "To develop a system under which, as a matter of
regular routine, sales orders can be processed and placed in the hands of the shipping department within four hours of their
receipt by the mail room." On a cost reduction study, the objective should be expressed in terms of a specific percentage
reduction in the present cost of the activity.
Aside from promoting a common understanding of what exactly you are trying to

accomplish, the big value of this approach
is that it is the beginning step in winning
support. The operating people themselves
have, by implication, recognized the opportunities and created the challenge to exploit
them.
2. Next the committee should develop a
list of all the ideas to be explored —that is,
a list of all the alternative ways by which
each function and operation might conceivably be simplified or speeded up.
3. Then, without trying at this point to
judge the merits of any one of the alternatives, the committee should prepare a list
of all the facts needed or steps to be taken
to evaluate each alternative.

The principal value of the second and third steps is that, from the operator's
viewpoint, they remove the shock of ideas you otherwise would have had to
advance yourself. They help to create a predisposition toward change.
These three steps, of course, represent only the planning of the project. The
execution still remains to be done, including the fact - gathering and the committee's subsequent analysis of findings and development of recommendations.
But, by the time these three initial planning steps have been taken, the operating
supervisors involved are so heavily committed to achieving the defined objectives of the study that the final outcome almost takes care of itself. I have seen
this approach followed in enough instances to assure you that its skillful applica136
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tion will help more to induce people to the thing you want them to do than any
other technique we know of.
A Summing Up
These, then are the basic needs to which we must continuously dedicate and
rededicate ourselves. First, we must build a greater understanding of the
tremendous "pay dirt" that lies in this area of improved methods. Second, we
must make sure that our approach to exploiting these opportunities is a far reaching and fundamental one —not just a hacking away at isolated segments of
the whole. Finally, we all need desperately to sharpen our skills in handling
the human relations phases of the work.
With these three steps, we will be well on the way toward bringing the control
of our administrative costs up to the level of our control over factory costs.
Without them, real efficiency in the office will continue to be a fugitive hope in
the minds of some conscientious and frustrated methods man.
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improving Accounting Department gffectiveness
Through Organization, Administration
and Training
by H. A. McKINNON
Assistant Comptroller, General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.

an accounting organization must be gauged
T in terms of its efficiency in Ofperforming
its operational tasks, its contriHE RELATIVE EFFECT IV ENE SS

bution to management at all levels in the form of usable information and
constructive business counsel and its diligence and alertness in conserving the
investment of the stockholders.
Too often we are inclined to seek a panacea for all the ills which may impair
our efforts to do a perfect job in all these functions, a general remedy which
will automatically excise the dead, rejuvenate the moribund and reform the
wayward areas of our organization. Perhaps, in less complicated times, we might
have purchased for a dollar the mysterious elixir which would simultaneously
soothe our rheumatism, correct our astigmatism, and restore our falling hair.
Today we would be inclined to brand the medicine man as a fraud, because we
know that men are complex mechanisms depending upon soundness and cooperation of frame, sinews, circulation and nerve communication and that no
general tonic has yet been concocted which will correct basic defects in all of
these. Business today, and the accounting organization in particular, is also a
complex mechanism which depends upon quality and harmony of raw material,
structure, procedures and facilities. If an accounting organization does not function effectively, we must first find the exact nature of the defect and, after
proper diagnosis, treat the ailment with the expert and specialized knowledge
which has been developed specifically for it.
Obfaining Men Wifh Supervisory Pofenfiai
My comments will be limited to the raw material area of the organization
problem. People are the basic material of which an accounting department is
constricted and the quality of the people is an indispensable factor in the improvement of accounting department effectiveness. As a general thesis I will
proceed on the premise that quality of personnel can be provided and maintained only by careful selection, thorough training and intelligent promotion.
If we do these three jobs well— select carefully, train thoroughly and promote
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intelligently —and if we provide the necessary departmental structure, procedures
and machines, we can be assured that the accounting function will be efficiently
and effectively performed. Without quality personnel the best structure, procedures and machines cannot produce quality results. To localize my discussion
and place the spotlight on the heart of the problem, I will limit my comments
to men of supervisory and administrative quality and will not discuss at any
length the problems of staffing the purely clerical positions.
At the outset, we must recognize that the problems of obtaining qualified
personnel at all levels are vastly different for the company with offices concentrated in metropolitan centers from those of large companies with accounting
operations carried on in the smaller towns and cities. In New York, Boston,
Chicago, and other big cities, there is usually present on the local scene an
abundant quantity of capable people for administrative, supervisory and clerical
jobs, provided that we can successfully compete for them. In smaller towns
enough local talent to man the higher positions in a large company
there is
and sometimes there is an inadequate local supply of clerical help. Many of
your companies are confronted with the necessity of importation of people and
must compete for them with other companies on a nation -wide scale. I mention this distinction, not because it affects the basic principles which we are
going to analyze but, rather, because the detailed methods of selection, recruitment and training of financial personnel must take into account the available
sources of qualified manpower and the magnitude of each company's manpower
needs. The program which I am going to outline has been designed particularly
for a large corporation, operating in large part in towns with populations of less
than 1 0 0 ,0 0 0 people. However, the principles on which it is based are not
limited and will bear thoughtful consideration by the smallest as well as the
largest concerns.
SELECTION AND RECRUITING

The first step in providing capable people to an accounting organization is
selection and recruitment. In order to determine the qualities and qualifications
which must be sought for, we must have a concrete program, know what a man
will do the day he arrives on the premises and what kind of opportunities will
lie before him five, ten or twenty-five years hence. We must look beyond the
short term and must visualize the ultimate responsibilities which the individual
may have to shoulder. Our sights must be set at the point of maximum growth.
We are sure to make enough mistakes in judging the talent of prospective recruits without compounding our misjudgements with lack of definite knowledge
of what we want. We should see in each man we select the potentialities of a
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future comptroller, treasurer or leading administrative or supervisory accountant.
We are not doing a good job of selection if we blindly engage a large group
of men with the hope that the law of averages will produce enough outstanding
talent to support our organization. We are not being fair to the individual
or the company if we hold out the bright prospect of rapid progress to a young
man whom we cannot visualize rising above a clerical position.
I believe I can summarize our philosophy of selection and recruiting in four
simple rules:
I. Have a program, know what it requires
and where it leads.
2. Know your candidates.
3. Do not hire a man unless he appears

capable of ultimately attaining a high
level of responsibility.
4. Do not overload your program with more
men than it can support and promote.

Type of Program
Some industrial business training programs are based entirely on job training.
Others may combine on- the -job training with a Glasswork program which will
provide, independently of prior education, the basic theoretical knowledge required for a career in financial work. In the former case, it is generally necessary
to limit the selection of candidates to those who have had extensive academic
training in accounting, finance and business management. In the second instance,
where the company is prepared to provide the necessary class instruction, the
field of prospects is greatly broadened. Men whose academic background is
based on liberal arts, engineering or science may be engaged for financial careers,
as well as business administration majors. This broadening of the field of recruiting multiplies the number of prospects and correspondingly facilitates the
maintenance of higher standards of selection. Mingling of men with varying
academic backgrounds invariably injects a hybrid vigor into an accounting organization, brings new viewpoints and new approaches and goes far toward eliminating the stagnation of "inbreeding." In our business training program, we have
men who once majored in history, politics, mathematics, languages, physics, and
engineering working side by side with business administration majors. The
exchange of ideas among these men working toward the same goals is perhaps
more stimulating and more educational than all the academic work we or the
college could provide.
We must also know from careful study and experience what kind of man is
likely to make good in our program, regardless of academic background. How
good a student must the prospect be? We know he has to have a good head on
his shoulders, but we may also know that, while many responsible financial
positions require extreme mental agility and technical ability, other positions may
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be better filled by men with somewhat less pure brainpower but more common
sense and broader perspective. There is probably room in our program for both
types in proper proportion. What other qualities are requisite to success in our
program? There are many of these qualities which must be judged in the aggregate. Among the common things we look for are evidence of leadership,
cooperation, friendliness, good appearance, pleasing personality and industrious
attitude. The ideal prospect must have a well - balanced share of all these attributes.
Judging the Individual
Although the characteristics required for success may be fully known, there
still remains the problem of determining in a very brief period whether each
prospect has these characteristics or does not have them. There are several ways
in which we can appraise a candidate and check our appraisal:
I. Personal interview.
2. Academic record.
3. Record of extra - curricular activities.

5. Personal recommendations of college
placement officer, professors and former
employers.

4. Record of work experience.

A personal interview with each candidate is an indispensable step in selection
procedure. A skilled recruiter can often get a better idea of a candidate's
limitations in a half hour of conversation that could be gleaned from all the
records and recommendations combined. If there are disqualifying limitations
as to interest, attitude, personality, or self- expression, they can be quickly
detected by personal interview although they may well not be apparent from
the records or from recommendations by others. Recommendations often have a
tendency to dwell at length on favorable attributes and to remain discreetly
silent on the unfavorable.
Academic records are generally an important indication of mental stature
and should be heavily weighted in our considerations. However, in reviewing
academic standing, our judgment should be tempered by:
I. Consideration of the effect on grades of
+ime- consuming extra - curricular activities
or part-time employment.
2. The academic and admission standards

of the particular college as compared
with those of other institutions.
3. The relative standing of the candidate
in his class.

Contacts With Colleges
Before we can interview, select and hire good prospects we must find them.
The most skillful recruiter may come home empty- handed if he does not create
the opportunity to get top men on his interview schedule. Most colleges are
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prepared to help us through full-time placement officers, whose job is to know
the graduating students and put them in touch with the best available opportunities. The suggestions of the placement officer and professors carry heavy
weight with their proteges and, of course, the placement officer is responsible
for preparing the interview schedule. It is the industrial recruiter's responsibility
to explain his company's training program to the placement officer and obtain
his cooperation and good will. This cannot be done effectively by casual contact. The recruiter must not only sell his program but must keep it sold. This
is a year -round job, requiring active participation in placement officers' associations and conferences, placing in their hands current descriptive literature and
company publications which will be useful to them, advising them of the progress and movement of their graduates already on the training program and
sharing with them information on probable manpower requirements, starting
salary rates, major developments within the company and other data which will
aid the placement officers in carrying out their duties effectively.
TRAINING AND PROMOTION

After careful selection and hiring of promising prospects, the next problem
is how best to develop these men to their full capacities and how to equip them
with the knowledge and experience which they must have to undertake administrative or supervisory responsibilities. The problem may be resolved into two
distinct areas:
I. Theoretical education.
2. Practical experience (on -the -job training).

We believe that every man who aspires to progress in the accounting and
financial field should have an adequate formal education in accounting, finance,
taxes, auditing and commercial law. If a small company requires only two or
three new men a year, it is obviously impracticable for it to conduct a formal
Glasswork program and it should have little difficulty in hiring a small number
of business administration graduates who have acquired a full theoretical background in college. A large company, needing as many as several hundred new
men each year, has a different problem. As I mentioned earlier, where large
numbers of men are needed, a high standard of quality cannot be easily maintained if the field of prospects is limited to business administration majors. If
the field of recruiting is expanded into liberal arts and other academic areas,
the company must be prepared to provide the nonbusiness graduates with a full
accounting curriculum, either in company- conducted courses or in night or extension courses in nearby universities.
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The Evening Classwork Program
One means of providing theoretical background, a method which we have
followed for many years with considerable success, is the formal evening Glasswork program administered by the company. We offer such classes in five
cities in which our training program operates and include in our curriculum
courses in elementary, intermediate and advanced accounting, cost accounting,
taxes, auditing and commercial law. Each course consists of eighteen two -hour
evening sessions with lectures, quizzes, examinations, homework and outside
reading.
The lecturers and instructors are all leading members of the company's accounting and law organizations and the course material is centrally developed
from standard texts and from the practical experience of the lecturers. Wherever
it is practicable, we believe that it is advantageous to utilize company employees
as instructors rather than to arrange for evening classes in neighboring educational institutions. While we recognize that our people cannot, on a part -time
basis, match the professional technique of regular college instructors and do not
have the time to carry on research in the far reaches of accounting theory, the
concentrated experience of company executives in the practical application of
accounting principles qualifies them to place the proper emphasis upon those
areas of accounting which are of greatest practical significance, while still covering, through standard texts, the same theoretical background as would be obtainable from the standard college business curriculum. We believe that this method
of providing accounting instruction is a considerable aid in bridging the gap
between theory and practice and even men who have majored in accounting and
business administration in college generally take our advanced courses for the
practical benefit they can derive from them.
A further advantage lies in the first -hand knowledge of the trainee which the
company instructor is able to develop from class association. This is one of the
several ways in which we try to know our trainees and their relative capacities
and limitations.
As a word of caution, it may be pointed out that the success of a company administered Glasswork program depends on the quality of the instructional staff
and, for that reason, we have limited our program to those locations in which
there is a sufficient number of top financial people of high quality to make up a
complete faculty. For instance, in Schenectady, where our class enrollment runs
to several hundred trainees, our faculty includes an assistant comptroller, an
assistant treasurer, a divisional manager of finance, the tax accountant, the chief
traveling auditor and the chief financial executives of a number of staff and
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operating departments. Men of similar rank and experience, mostly graduates of
the training program themselves, comprise the faculties at our other locations.
On- the -Job Training— Defects of Rapid Transfer Basis
There are arso several accepted approaches to the problem of on- the -job
training and these too depend, to a large extent, on the size of the trainee
group and the extent of specialized business education which they have had in
college. If the group is small and is composed of business administration graduates, it is possible to conduct a survey program under which the trainees may
be assigned to observe and study the work of others in each accounting and
financial area. Under such a program the trainee spends a few weeks or a few
months in each area and each department, observing and inquiring but not
actually performing the regular work of the organization. In a large company
and to a smaller degree in small companies, we believe that there are several
disadvantages in this procedure.
I. The trainee cannot acquire experience by
observing.
2. He cannot fully understand and appreciate the problems of processing the
basic financial transactions without doing
the work.
3. He cannot get the feel of the organize-

tion without becoming a part of it.
4. No supervisor has time to know the man
in his rapid flight from one department
to another. At the conclusion of his rota tional whirl, little more may be known
about the man and his strong and weak
points than on the day he was hired.

On- the -Job Training— Learning By Doing
The other approach to on -the -job training is based upon the ancient principle
of learning by doing. The new recruit is given a full-time job well toward the
bottom of the ladder and is moved both sideways and upward in the same
organization as fast as he can thoroughly assimilate each job assigmcnt. As a
concrete example, James Jenkins, a new business trainee in our program, may
be assigned to the tube department when he arrives and may be immediately
given an elementary assignment as an accounts payable clerk in a unit of perhaps a dozen people. He may work the first four to eight weeks on one minor
phase of voucher checking, consisting of verifying approvals or comparison of
invoices with receiving reports. He may then be moved on to work relating to
account distribution of vouchers, then to final examination of vouchers before
payment. Perhaps at the end of a year James Jenkins may have mastered all
phases of the accounts payable procedure and the required knowledge of
interrelationships within his department and with other departments. He may
then be ready to supervise the group of twelve people in which he has been
working or he may be moved sideways into a payroll, cost, billing or general
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accounting unit to broaden his detailed knowledge of his accounting organization.
This process may continue for as much as three years, during which Jenkins
has an opportunity to learn in detail what is involved in all the usual types of
basic financial transactions. All his work during this period has been in a single
product department and he has been an integral part of that department's operations. He has learned to feel at home in his department and in the company,
to appreciate the interdependence of various groups within and outside his department, to understand the importance of the most elementary jobs, to know
the problems of the supervisor as well as those of the clerical organization and
to develop his own ideas as to the best way to get a job done efficiently and
effectively.
Almost as important as the trainee's gains in knowledge and experience is the
knowledge which his supervisors have acquired of his ability, personality and
attitude during their three years of dose association. If a training program is to
be successful it must be based on a sound policy of promotion and this in turn
depends on full knowledge of each trainee's capacity and his strong and weak
points. With all due respect to progress in psychological testing, I know of no
substitute for personal work association as a means of measuring aptitude and
capacity for advancement.

Take Care of the Future —for Man and Company
After the three -year period of basic training what happens to James Jenkins?
This question is, of course, foremost in his mind from the day he arrives on
the premises and too often his employer may not have the answer or alternative
answers. There are training programs which do not include any planning beyond
the initial training period. At the end of this period, whether it be three months
of three years, the trainee may in effect be given an unrestricted and undirected
hunting license to try to find a job in the organization. If he has made a few wellplaced contacts during his training and if he is a good salesman, he may get a good
job. Another man of greater ability but of more retiring personality may land a
much smaller job or no job at all. A program of this nature is not a program
in any real sense. It fails completely to utilize the training period as a means
of studying the trainee's abilities and tendencies and directing those abilities into
the most productive channels. It results in misplacements and inequities, places
a high premium on first impressions and self- interest and is likely to do more
harm to the organization than no program at all. Fortunately, such programs are
not likely to survive very long. The word gets back to the colleges and the best
graduates refuse to take the bait thereafter.
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I do not mean to imply that it is practicable to plan specifically three years
ahead and to know exactly what job each trainee will receive at the end of his
training period. I do mean that we should know in advance what le v e l of work
must be made available to the most promising men, what le v e l of work will be
assigned to the less distinguished and into what other ty p e s of work we may
divert those trainees who develop strong aptitudes outside the particular field
for which they were hired. I also mean that the responsibility for proper recognition of merit and capability should rest with the director of the training program. It should be his job to know the trainees, determine in general what
their next step should be and to recommend them for specific openings at the
proper level as they occur.
We do not advocate sheltering the trainee completely or directing his future
with an iron hand, nor do we advocate setting him adrift to make his own
opportunities. His initial period with the company should be one in which
he can devote his entire efforts to learning and trying to do a good job, with
confidence that his efforts and ability will be properly rewarded. We contend
that a company will gain nothing by conducting a program which rewards the
man who devotes his entire attention to making the right contacts and pushing
himself, by fair means or foul, into the limelight at the expense of his equally
capable associates who spend their time cooperatively working in the best
interests of the company.
To continue with our concrete example, James Jenkins has now completed the
evening classwork program and has learned about the theory of accounting and
finance. He has completed three years of varied clerical and lower -level supervisory
experience in the tube department. He has made reasonable salary progress commensurate with the quality of his performance and has taken unto himself a
wife and the prospects of establishing a family. James knows pretty well how
he stands because he has been regularly rated by his supervisors and associates
and his composite rating sheet has been fully discussed with him. Because he
has done well and has shown aptitude for accounting, he knows his next step
will be in one of three directions: to a supervisory job of increased importance
in the tube department, to a job of increased responsibility in another department or to the company's staff of traveling auditors. He also knows that his own
wishes will be properly weighed in consideration of his next move. Most important of all, he knows that his future is not circumscribed by departmental
boundaries. However important he may be to the tube department's operation,
his progress will be in the direction which will result in the greatest u lt ima te
benefit to the company and to him. Perhaps his present supervisor, who is
relying heavily upon him, would much prefer to keep him on his current assign146
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ment for another year or two. However, his rating sheets and class grades have
gone to the top financial executive in the department and to the central office
of the training program and he is personally known to both. He cannot be
hidden in the shadow of his immediate supervisor and inevitably he will be
offered an opportunity to go on to higher -level work regardless of his value
on his current assignment. His promotion will create an opening for another
man and every trainee in the tube department may move another step up the
ladder. Without timely promotion, the training program would stagnate, morale
would fall and the company would quickly gain the reputation of being a poor
place for an ambitious man to work.

Traveling Audit Staff As Training and Proving Ground
The channel into which most of our outstanding trainees go for the finishing
touches is the traveling auditors' staff, where they receive an unparalleled opportunity to observe the operations of many departments and of many organizations. The benefits of a broad acquaintance with the many areas of the company's
business are at least as important to a financial executive as his specific accounting
knowledge.
When James Jenkins joins the auditing group, he becomes a member of a
staff organization of over one hundred people, whose job is to conduct general
audits of all plants, offices and affiliated companies on a world -wide basis. The
auditing staff is organized along the same lines as a public accounting firm with
junior, semi - senior, senior and supervising auditors to perform the field work
and a supervisory staff at headquarters to carry on the functions which partners
would ordinarily perform in an accounting firm. The audits are conducted in
accordance with accepted professional standards and are directed toward: (1)
verification of the financial statements, ( 2 ) detection and prevention of fraud
and (3) operating economies.
During his stay on the auditing staff, James Jenkins will first assist on and
later supervise audits in perhaps two dozen separate locations. He will audit the
works which produce large rotating equipment and those which produce lamp
bulbs or small appliances. He will visit sales offices, warehouses, headquarters
organizations, service shops, installment financing offices and perhaps foreign
distributing or manufacturing affiliates in Latin America and Europe. His work
will be comprehensive at each location and at the conclusion of each audit he
should know the organization and major problems of his client. Names of the
company organization charts will gradually become people and the departmental
blocks will become concrete business operations. His work will place him in
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constant contact with people in the commercial, engineering and manufacturing
groups as well as those in the accounting and financial areas. He will learn to
appreciate more thoroughly the problems of these groups and will henceforth
be more tolerant and more helpful in resolving the inevitable conflicts among
them.
The traveling auditors' staff is geared to the training program as a "Postgraduate" on -the -job curriculum. It is a fluid organization with exceptionally
high turnover. The period of each man's staff service will range from one to
five years. It is not a permanent job for any man. The average traveling auditor
at the present time has been doing this type of work for less than two years. The
normal inefficiency of rapid personnel turnover is more than compensated for
by the enthusiasm of these young men, their basic capability, their desire to progress and the fresh viewpoint which they bring to their assignments. Rapid turnover is an essential requirement of any phase of a training program if it is to
attract and hold men of the highest caliber.
In many respects the auditing staff represents the keystone of our training
program for accounting and financial management. Here our most promising
recruits are given the opportunity to strengthen their business background, supplement their business knowledge, develop their initiative and judgment and
broaden their understanding of the company and its problems. This is the point
at which we can test their ultimate capacity and aid in directing them along the
particular channels in which their talents will be most productive.

A Case In Aptitude Development and Application
I will digress for a moment to illustrate how this principle of playing to each
man's strength has worked out in just one case. One of our auditors, who had
followed about the same path as James Jenkins to the auditing staff, was considered a good accountant and a good prospect for accounting management. He
did all his audit work well but showed a particular inclination to devote unusual
attention to the phase of his audits related to vouchers and purchase contracts.
Usually he was able to justify his expenditure of time on this part of his audits
with money- saving suggestions for reductions in material and transportation
costs. When this tendency became pronounced, he was thenceforth given audit
assignments in which purchasing was a major factor, to permit him to develop
his inclinations along those lines as well as to derive full benefit from his talent
for saving money.
In the course of these audit assignments, his aptitude for purchasing work
became more apparent as his knowledge of purchasing procedures and problems
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expanded. On one of his last audit jobs, his talent along these lines, combined
with his intimate knowledge of procedures, resulted in disclosure of a situation
in which several subcontractors were being forced to pay cash kickbacks of
twenty per cent to thirty per cent to three employees of the company for each
subcontract awarded them. He was able to obtain photostatic evidence of kickback payments totalling thousands of dollars and the unsavory situation was
cleared up by Federal indictment and conviction of the guilty parties. The
significant aspect of this case was that the cash payments could not have been
disclosed by ordinary auditing techniques which, at best, would have merely
raised suspicion of irregularity. It is possible that this fraudulent arrangement
would still be going on, if we had not assigned to that particular audit a man
whose interest, knowledge and ability were centered largely about the purchasing
field.
A short time later this man was recommended for and offered a position as
manager of purchasing for a large division. Without his sojourn on the auditing staff, he would most likely be filling a responsible job in the accounting field
and, while his value in this field would undoubtedly be substantial, both the
company and the man have benefitted from direction of his ability into the area
to which he can contribute most effectively. The primary purpose of our program is to train for accounting management, but we try never to lose sight of
the principle that what is right for the individual is best for the company and
never to fail to direct ability into the channels in which it will be most productive.
Only in this way can we gain and retain the confidence of our trainees and compete successfully for outstanding college graduates. For every good man whom
we may nominate for a position in an area other than accounting, we will gain
several more good men who are best fitted for accounting and financial work
and will remain in that field.
The Best Job for James Jenkins
Returning to James Jenkins, at the end of three or four years of auditing
assignments of progressive difficulty and complexity, it may become apparent
that he has gained most of the knowledge and experience which he can profitably obtain through the auditing medium. He has made the most difficult audits
and has seen generous samples of all phases of the company's operations. At
this point his usefulness to the auditing staff is at its peak and at this point,
somewhat paradoxically, we believe he should be made available for promotion
to a more permanent and a more responsible job. His immediate value on his
present assignment must be subordinated to his longer range prospects and the
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benefits which will accrue to him, his associates and the company through rapid
turnover.
The job to which he is promoted must offer a challenge but still be within the
range of attainment. It may be a staff or an operating assignment. He may become the manager of finance for a works, a district ofice or an operating department, where he may be responsible for an accounting organization of a hundred
or more people. At this point, knowledge of his ability and capacity, gained
through several years of close contact and observation, is the major factor in
determination of the type of job which he can reasonably be expected to handle.
The entire benefit of his training may be lost to the company if we nominate
him for a job that is too big for him, at his current stage of development, or
one, on the other hand, which will not offer him a challenge. Some misjudgments are inevitable, but we can keep these to a minimum by setting two objectives —first, to exhaust the various means of knowing the man and, secondly, to
keep informed of the requirements of various accounting positions and their
relative difficulty. Intelligent and effective promotion rests entirely upon this
dual appraisal of man and job.
f

ADMINISTRATION

up

Our discussion to this point has been concerned principally with the progressive stages in development of financial supervisors but has not described the
means of administering a personnel development program of this nature. Such
a program cannot operate itself and cannot be operated haphazardly. There are
several administrative requisites which must be provided in one way or another
and these may be wrapped
in one package which we may designate as "program coordination." This does not imply any limitation on the freedom of the
operating organizations to train, utilize and promote trainees without restriction
but it does imply that one staff organization should recruit trainees, recommend
standards of training and render advice and counsel with respect to promotions
across departmental boundaries —in short, to coordinate the operation of the
program.
The responsibilities of this staff organization should include:
I. Initial selection and recruiting of all
trainees.
2. Initial placement of recruits in various
departments.
3. Preparation of classwork material and
establishment of uniform standards of instruction and grading.
4. Specification of rating procedure.
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S. Maintenance of individual records on
each recruit as to
a. Ratings.
b. Grades on classwork.
c. Location and job assignment
b. Establishment of a uniform salary schedule for trainees.
7. Advice and counsel on movement and
promotion of trainees.
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Imporfance of Company -Wide Program
The need for coordination is inherent in a company -wide program and we
believe that only a company -wide program can consistently attract the highest
type of financial talent. Consider the plight of the cum laude graduate who, in
these times, may have had interviews with recruiters from ten companies and
offers of employment from all of them. After considering the salaries offered,
the locations involved, the type of work, type of business and general reputation
of the various companies, he may have narrowed his choice to two companies.
Let us assume that each company has twenty operating divisions or departments, each concerned with manufacture and sale of a single class of products.
Company A is represented by twenty recruiters, one for each department, and
each of them explains that his department operates its own training program
and that the program leads to financial management positions in that department. The recruiter from Company B represents his entire company and explains that, while a new recruit may be assigned to any one of the twenty departments for his first few years of training, nevertheless, his opportunities for
advancement are not confined by departmental or geographical barriers. He will
be in competition with all other recruits throughout the the company for all
important financial positions in the company and he will have the same general
training regardless of departmental assignment. His accomplishments will be
known, not only within his department, but also by a general staff organization.
He will not be lost in the shuffle or deprived of opportunity for advancement if
timely openings fail to occur in his own department or if his department should
happen to be overstocked with outstanding trainees. You may draw your own
conclusions as to the company which our ambitious cum laude graduate will
choose.
The staff organization concerned with development of financial personnel
should perform or coordinate all recruiting functions. We are told by college
placement officers that they cannot do a good job of putting their best men forward on the right interview schedules, if they themselves are confused by a
stream of recruiters from a single company, all looking for graduates for financial work but each offering a separate departmental training program. This confusion and overlapping may well result in diversion of the best men to recruiters
of other companies recruiting on a company -wide scale and with a single well defined program to offer.
The staff's coordinating functions with respect to recruiting should include
these responsibilities:
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I. Maintenance of a group of qualified recruiters fully familiar with the training
program and the company.
2. Determination of the number of recruits
who can be trained properly and utilized
effectively by the various departments of
the company. This is, in effect, to solicit
orders for new trainees.
3. Maintenance of current contacts with
colleges and their placement officers.

4. Scheduling of recruiting trips, taking into
account the probable number of qualified candidates at each college, suggestions of the placement officers as to timing and estimated requirements of the
company as to quantity of new men
needed.
5. Final selection of candidates and mailing
of offers, based largely upon the observations and recommendations of the recruiters.

The First Assignment; Organization of Classwork
Initial placement of new recruits should be made by the staff group in accordance with the orders for men that they have on hand from the various departments. While quantity requirements of each department are the governing factor, the training director may be able to consider the personal preference of the
trainees as to geographical location and also any specialized education which
might make a particular man of greater value in a particular type of business.
For example, one of our recruits who had worked for several summers in an
aircraft factory was assigned to an accounting training job in our Aeronautic and
Ordnance Systems Division, where his prior experience would benefit the company and help him to get his feet on the ground a little faster. Another who
had done considerable research on the printing industry while in college was
assigned to our printing affiliate. Several men whose college specialty was mathematics were given their first jobs in our pension department on actuarial
assignments.
We do not expect our printing industry specialist to continue in that field and
we do not expect our mathematics majors to pursue actuarial work indefinitely.
That may happen in a few cases, if the man's interests and ability continue to
develop strongly in the direction of his college specialty. In most cases it will
not happen. As the man works, studies, learns to know more about the company
and broadens his knowledge of accounting, his perspective and interests will be
correspondingly broadened. In the meantime, he can be satisfied that his college
specialization has had some value to the company, has not been wasted and has
helped to provide for him a relatively easy transition from theory to practice,
from school to industry. While these considerations must remain secondary in
making initial placements, the possible benefits of a particular assignment for a
particular man should be weighed in each case. We must start, even at this early
stage, to think of each man as an individual rather than a number.
If a classwork program is offered, it can best be administered on an over -all
basis. The actual instruction may be done departmentally or locally, but the
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scope of the courses and standards of instruction and grading must be uniform.
We accomplish these objectives by placing the direction of each course in the
hands of one man who is particularly qualified in the particular field of the
course. The necessary number of qualified instructors is selected in each of the
course locations and these men work with the man in charge of each course in
selection or preparation of texts, lecture and class material, quizzes and examinations in accordance with the scope and standards set forth by the director of
the training staff. The man in charge of each course effectively serves as a part time member of the staff responsible for administration of a single course. This
arrangement permits the utilization of the best talent, regardless of the departments in which that talent may lie, without losing the benefits of uniformity of
scope and standards.
Employee Rating Essential to Plan Administration
Good personnel administration in a large concern requires a system of employee rating. While a supervisor may know the relative ability of ten or twenty
employees working directly for him, no one person can know or tank accurately
a thousand or more employees without a uniform rating system. Intelligent promotion requires accurate rankings and each employee is entitled to know how
he is doing currently, where he needs to improve himself and what faults he
has in the eyes of his supervisor. To a financial training program in which
rapid promotion is a dominant factor a standard rating procedure is indispensable. To be effective the system must be uniform and uniformity in turn
requires unified administration to specify:
I. The form of rating sheet.
2. The frequency of ratings.
3. The number of raters for each employee
and the level of supervision at which the

rating should be performed.
4. Requirements as to discussion of ratings
with the rated employee.
5. Standards of rating.

The rating procedure which is used for our financial trainees requires that
each trainee be rated by three people at the end of the first six months, second
six months, and each succeeding twelve -month period. The raters include his
supervisor and other individuals who are closely associated with his work. A
composite of the three ratings is prepared, shown to the employee and discussed
with him. A copy of the composite rating sheet is sent to the training program
director.
The rating sheet provides for appraisal of the trainees' performance and aptitude in the following categories:
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I. Attitude toward work, associates and
company.
2. Analytical ability.
3. Initiative.
4. Sound business judgment.

5.
b.
7.
8.
9.

Efficiency.
Dependability and accuracy.
Personality.
Leadership.
Value on assigned work.

Space is provided on the form for detailed comments of the rater on the
trainee's good and bad points and his future work interest.
Rely on Files —Not Memory
A central statistical and record - keeping operation is an essential feature of a
widespread training program. If we are to appraise our trainees properly and
advise intelligently as to placement and promotion, we must know at one point
exactly where each trainee is, what he's doing and how well he is doing. To
have this information readily available, we keep a file on every man ever recruited under the program, and through the medium of regular reports from
the various departments and an annual inventory of past and present trainees,
we keep the information on each man up to date. Included in this file are:
I. Interview form.
2. Employment application.
3. Correspondence with or concerning the
applicant.

4. A copy of each composite rating sheet.
S. A record sheet showing employee's picture, personal data, educational background, job assignments and grades in
the classwork.

Supplementing these voluminous files, we maintain a punched card file to
facilitate compilation of reports and special information which may be needed
quickly. A card is prepared for each recruit, showing personal data, including
date and place of birth, marital status, educational background, employment record, grades in classwork and class ranking, special skills such as facility with
foreign languages and other relevant data. If we need a listing of all men with
MBA degrees, all men from a particular college, all men in a particular department, all men employed in a specific year or almost any other classification of
present and former recruits, these cards can be quickly sorted to produce the
necessary information.
From this wealth of statistical data, two principal reports are issued regularly, in addition to the numerous special reports and analyses which may be
needed from day to day. First and of greatest importance is an annual report
showing for each division, department and location of the company, the name
of each man recruited under the program, segregated by year of employment,
and a summary of these detailed listings. This report is particularly useful in
consideration of nominations for specific job openings. It provides assurance
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that no man of the required experience is overlooked. Constant review of this
report, supplemented by reference to the individual record sheets, course grades
and ratings, improves and refreshes our knowledge of each man's ability and
status and is our best means of making sure that no man gets lost in the shuffle
and that equal opportunity of advancement is made available to all men wherever located. This report includes about 2,000 men recruited under our financial
program since 1919 who still remain with the company. We cannot leave their
proper recognition to chance or memory.
The other major report lists for each of over 100 colleges, the names of each
of their graduates recruited under our program, the year of employment and
their present positions. This report is an effective instrument in dealing with
the college placement officers and in directing our recruiting efforts toward those
institutions which have contributed most to the success of the program.
Keeping Initial Salaries Comparable
Salary rates must be uniform for recruits of comparable educational backgrounds and, therefore, the personnel development staff should establish the
starting rates and salary ranges for the training period. With the aid of such
salary schedules, each department can in its own discretion give proper recognition to relative degrees of performance during the training period and still keep
the trainees' salaries in line with those at other locations. Without uniformity,
the facility of movement of trainees from one department to another would be
greatly impaired.
As I have indicated, perhaps the most important part that the staff organization plays in the development of financial management personnel is that of advising the various departments with respect to movement and promotion and of
nominating outstanding men for important positions as the openings occur. If
this job is to be done well, we must know all the men in the program and know
the requirements of all types of positions in financial work throughout the company. Just as quality of personnel is a fundamental requirement of an effective
accounting organization, so is quality of administration a basic essential of a
successful training program. The success or failure of the program rests upon
the knowledge, energy and judgment of the staff which administers it.
CONCLUSION

The subject of organization, administration and training in their relation to
accounting department effectiveness may be pursued at length and with profit
from the standpoint of job content, lines of responsibility and accountability,
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definition of functions and relationships, gow of work, clerical procedures or
standards of reporting. I doubt that 1 could add to the wealth of information
available on general organizational standards and principles and I have therefore directed my remarks solely toward the selection and development of accounting personnel. If our candidates for supervisory and administrative positions are carefully selected, thoroughly trained and intelligently promoted, we
may then be certain that the raw material of our organization is sound and, if
placed within a sound organizational framework and given the proper facilities
and machines, will accomplish its assigned objectives effectively.
I have described one type of personnel development program which has been
successful, without prejudice to the many other good programs which may differ
widely in detail. The proper program for a particular company must be tailor made to be fully effective and must take into account all the problems of location and organization structure peculiar to that company. However different in
detail, every program should be built around the objective of attracting, training
and fully utilizing the highest - quality talent available. Perhaps most important
of all, we believe that a successful program must be based on the philosophy
that every man is an individual, that he must be known and treated as an individual and that his best interests will almost always coincide with the ultimate
best interests of the company.
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Accounting Treatment of Fixed Costs in Product
Costing —The Direct Cost Plan
Discussion Leader: I. WAYNE KELLER
Assistant Controller, Armstrong Cork Co., Lancaster, Pa.
1.

D

PRESENTATION OF THE SUBJECT BY THE DISCUSSION LEADER

IRECT COS T I N G I S N OT A N E W S U BJ E C T ,

but recently its acceptance has been

Increasing quite rapidly. Under direct costing, fixed factory costs are not
taken into inventory through absorption at a rate based on actual or predetermined volume. Thus inventory costs are made up of direct material, direct labor,
and variable factory expense. Fixed factory costs are charged in total against
operations of the period, as are selling expenses and administrative expenses.
Thus we are discussing a new treatment of the fixed cost portion of factory
costs.
The basic principles of direct costing are the same irrespective of the company
or the individual units of a company. But, when you come to the application of
those principles and to a consideration of the ramifications throughout your business, you must adapt the techniques to the peculiarities of the unit with which
you are working.
We have done quite a bit of research on direct costing in our company. We
have come to the conclusion that specific applications of the techniques must be
made in the several plants of our company —that we cannot simply arrive at a
set of principles which we can set forth as being the principles for the company.
Rather, there must be adaptions and modifications which give recognition to the
particular products which are made in individual operating units, to operating
facilities of the unit, and to other factors which have a direct bearing on the
problems arising from the change in accounting technique.
As a starting point, I would like to have a showing of hands of everyone in
the audience who represents a company using direct costs. (About fifteen.) Let
us see the hands of those whose companies are seriously considering the use
of direct costs. (Substantial response.) It looks like a goodly number feel they
are relatively close to direct costing.
2.

DISCUSSION

Mr. Keller; You have all received an illustration comparing the effects on net
profits of absorption costing and direct costing. Are there questions which pertain to this illustration?
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Changes in Level of Fixed Expenses
Question: The illustration shows fixed expense as remaining constant throughout the period. What happens when it is not constant?
Mr. Keller: I think we can safely say that fixed expense usually is not constant throughout the period or from year to year. In a talk which I gave I stated
that there is no fixed expense. What do you do about it? Can we have a reply
from the floor?
Comment: You are going to get variations in fixed expenses, regardless of
what the system of accounting may be. With absorption costing, you have an
argument on how much is expense variance and how much is volume variance.
If you are using direct costs, you will get only the expense variance.
Mr. Keller: Do you do any accounting for that expense variance? Or what
accounting do you do for the difference between the expected fixed expenses
and the actual fixed expenses?
Comment: After all, the purpose of accounting is to furnish management
with tools that can be used in the control division and, if you can keep the fixed
expenses within reasonable limits, that is good enough. If your operations are
under budget control, with a fixed budget for the so- called fixed expenses and
a variable budget for those which vary with operating level you have a tool that
you can use with a good degree of efficiency.
Mr. Keller: What will you do about your budget when you change, we will
say, from two shifts five days, to three shifts five days? Certainly, that will increase your fixed expense. I think we are pointing up a very vital and interesting
facet of direct costing here. The fundamental question is, of course, what is
fixed? And as I look at it, it is absolutely essential for expense control that we
continue our budgetary technique very much as we have, before we begin to
consider direct costing.
However, many times we will build a flexible budget and, in that flexible
budget, in the interest of simplicity, we will have fixed expenses, and then we
will have variable rates. Those variable rates will be applied to some measure
of activity to determine the total budget allowance. If the variable rates are sufficiently high to cover changes which occur when you move from one basic activity level to another or if they are averaged somewhere in between, it follows
that you have an erroneous budget allowance. If you are on the low side of the
activity but have gone over the step —let us say you have gone from a two -shift
to a three -shift operation but you are not up to full three -shift operation —you
probably have too low a budget allowance. On the other hand, when you get
up to the peak of three -shift operation, your total budget allowance is probably
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too high if you are working with a single set of fixed expense allowances and
variable expense rates. So, it seems to me, that, when we go to direct costing, we
must build budgets for fixed expense for several possible levels of activity.
If your sales forecast indicates that you will be well into three -shift operation
for the year, you may be entirely safe in building a budget only for three -shift
five -day operation. If there is some indication that peaks in the production will,
during any reasonably long period of the year, take you into six -day three -shift
operation, it is my opinion that there should be an increment budgeted for fixed
costs. This increment should be added to the allowance for five days and that,
for expense control purposes, becomes your budget for the particular period during which you operate at six days. It would simply be a fixed dollar amount
which would be added.
So we have established, I think, at this point, that fixed expenses are not
fixed, that at different levels of activity we will have different amounts of fixed
expense. Then, of course, there is the policy factor, and by management decision, you can also change the fixed expense.
Question: What happens to the fixed element of partly variable costs? I am
thinking now about supervision, for example, where you might have 240 men
at what we call normal, where you set your standards and, if you drop off to
80 per cent of that volume, you might have something less. It might be 90 per
cent of that number. That cost may have dropped half as fast as volume
dropped. Therefore, it means in fact that one -half of that particular amount
was fully fixed and the other half is fully variable with volume.
Do you take that half as fixed and put it down in your fixed costs? If you
do not, then you cannot have a full separation of fully variable costs and fully
fixed costs.
Segregation of Fixed Expenses
Comment: I think that many factors of indirect expense can be broken down
by scatter charts, individual investigations, and so forth, to determine just exactly how much is fixed and how much is variable. It has to be done with indirect labor and many other factors.
Comment: We have a small, specialized machinery manufacturing company.
In our business, we make parts for the stockroom and then pull them out for
assembly. We have to be either on direct cost or not. There is no way to keep
both systems. By analysis, we broke down our costs as follows:
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I. Factory costs which decrease automatically without any management decision.
This group includes direct labor and
costs which cease when we close the
plant for vacations.

2. Factory costs which are changed by
management decision. These include costs
of the receiving department, material
handling, foremen's salaries, etc.
3. Nonmanufacturing costs.

We have about decided we are going to set our direct costs at what we call
"cash costs" and that would mean direct labor and those automatically variable
factory expenses. By automatic, I mean it does not take a decision by anybody
to drop it. The treasurer opposes the move because, he says, "Your true cash
costs include some of the Group 2 costs." It is true they do and we recognize
that, in addition to those cash costs, there may be some marginal costs which
have to be considered when you are cutting prices or when you are making reductions from one level of operation to another. When the factory labor drops
from 30,000 hours to 20,000 hours a month, I will drop some timekeepers.
That is still in the overhead and called "fixed expense ", but obviously it would
drop when operations dropped.
Question: I have not heard any discussion of the merits of eliminating all
fixed costs from inventory in comparison with eliminating only the portion represented by volume variance.
Mr. Keller: Whether you eliminate all fixed or only a portion of the fixed is
a matter of how far you want to go, as I look at it. Personally, I would lean
heavily toward putting into period costs all of those items which generally have
fixed characteristics.
I think it is a matter of whether or not the item is a cost of the period or a
cost of the product. If it is a cost of the period, we would charge it against
operations at that particular time. If doubt exists as to which category a particular item of expense belongs in, the test to be applied is will your activity —
whatever you activity unit is, machine hours, labor hours, or what have you —
times your variable expense rate, give you a reasonable budget allowance for the
period for that item of cost. If it will, it is a direct cost —if it will not, it is a
period cost.
Question: I would like to inquire if the fixed expenses are excluded in arriving at product costs? How do you determine how much shall be added to the
direct cost of an individual product, to recover a fair proportion of the fixed cost?
Mr. Keller: How do you determine how much of your administrative expense
should be added to your product cost to set the price?
Questioner: We are using a method which does not change the proportion
of profit, from gross to net. That is, the administrative costs are so distributed
to the individual products that the percentage arrived at from the bottom line
is no different from that arrived at above, where we calculate gross profit.
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Mr. Keller: Do you think that would be a satisfactory procedure for your

factory period costs?
Question: How far down the line does a fully integrated company go in
eliminating fixed costs? Say a steel company owns its own mines, controls its
own coal, iron mines, railroads and everything else. If they eliminated fixed
costs all the way down the line, what would they have left?
Mr. Keller: There are several approaches which may be taken to that. Suppose "A" company, which is running the blast furnaces and making the rough
shapes, sells its product to unit 'B" which is the fabricating unit. Under those
circumstances, the problem of unit "A" is no different than if it sold those
products on the outside. It is moving the product at a price in which it is recovering a contribution to period cost and profit. Under those circumstances, it
would seem that no unusual problems are presented. The "A" company takes
into inventory only the direct costs. Intra- company profit in the inventory must,
of course, be eliminated. You can examine the method of pricing and the profit
and costs of the producing unit. On that basis you can arrive at a satisfactory
figure for the elimination of intracompany profit.
On the other hand, if you are transferring within the same production unit,
you would simply eliminate all period costs along the line, and take your direct
costs as your inventory value.
Question: It seems to me that one basic problem arising out of this direct
costing is the effect on inventory values, and to illustrate one of the disadvantages
of direct costing, we should look at an exaggerated picture wherein we have an
operation performed by a group of operators —say fifty of them —and under the
direct costing program, the inventory valuation of that particular product, let us
say, is five dollars per unit. Then technological improvements enable us to move
suddenly to the position where we have one machine with one operator, which
can do the work of those fifty operators, with the result that our unit value for
inventory purposes is five cents.
Now, does that make sense? As accountants, we are constantly being criticized for the fact that we will bring out half a dozen answers to the same problem. Here we are doing something which I do not think will make sense to the
layman.
Direct Costing and Selling Prices
Question: Another problem is the problem of product costing. I am wonder-

ing what the general impact of direct costing is going to be on selling policies.
I have always looked on the accounting branch in industry as the brake against
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the sales department, and perhaps, the production department also, since those
departments are mainly interested in volume. Up to now the accountants have
taken the stand that product cost is an all- inclusive cost. Now, if we go over
to direct costing, what is the effect on the economy going to be? What are our
sales policies going to be? Are they going to be, "Sell without regard to fixed
costs ?"
Comment: I am associated with Sangamo Electric Company; I will attempt
to answer in part at least. First, if your top management is not in sympathy
with the direct cost method and if they do not understand it, you had better
not go over to it.
Mr. Keller: Amen.
Comment (Continued): As for the selling price, I feel that competition sets
the selling price on most items anyway. We cost accountants do not do it. All
we do is to report how much gross margin is made. How to find that factor and
the formula to use after you have switched over to direct cost accounting, is a
very simple matter, in my opinion. You knew the selling price of your product
before you went to direct costing. Upon going to direct costing, you know how
much your variable cost is, and there you have your relationship.
The thing which direct costing does is to show what contribution each product makes towards fixed charges. Coming back to the formula, if your direct
costs are so much and your selling price is so much, you have your factor and,
on your bread and butter business, that factor can probably always be used. If
you get out a new line of product, that factor is what you should get but competition will decide what you actually do get.
Mr. Keller: Suppose we have two products in the line and one of them has
a sales price of $1.65, a direct cost of $1.40, and a marginal contribution to
fixed expense and profit of 25 cents or 15.2 per cent of the selling price. We
have another one in the line that has a sales price of $2.90, a direct cost of
$2.45, and a marginal contribution to fixed expenses and profit of 45 cents or
15.5 per cent of the selling price. Which would you recommend the sales department push?
This question was one which I encountered in pricing and I discovered a very
interesting consideration. It is that you cannot take the percentage of marginal
contribution, or the dollars and cents, and appraise the relative desirability of
an item in the line on that basis if they run at different speeds on your production unit. Now, it so happens that you can run the first product twice as fast
and get twice as many units per machine hour as you can with the second product. Before you can appraise the relative profitability or desirability of the two
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products, you must multiply the amount of each contribution margin by the
speed factor. The first product, running twice as fast as the second one, therefore makes an effective contribution which is 25 cents times two, or 50 cents.
For the other product, with a relative speed of one, you have 45 cents times
one, or 45 cents. The first product, which has a lower marginal contribution in
dollars and cents and also in percentage of sales price, actually is the one that
you should push, because you can make two units of it and obtain a contribution
margin of 50 cents in the same time that it takes to make one unit of the second product, on which a contribution margin of only 45 cents is realized.
In my opinion direct costing has its greatest value in improving the clarity
of the internal reports and, too, in the effect that it has on profit or loss for the
period. But, when you get into pricing, it raises some very real problems, and
you need some appraisal of profitability in addition to per cent of marginal contribution. As the same time there must be a profit goal and that profit goal
must be kept before the organization. If you use only marginal contribution,
you can very readily get to the point where you are making no profit. I gave a
hearty "amen" to the point that your organization has to understand the implications of direct costing. The desirable place to start is right in the president's
office. And, unless he has a reasonable grasp of it and knows what you are
driving for, you had better not move on from there. I might mention here also
that this matter of direct costing is one that is adaptable to a company of any
size and it is also adaptable whether you are using job costs, actual process costs,
or standard costs —it does not matter.
You can follow the procedure shown in the Exhibit 1. It lists sales, standard
variable or direct factory costs, and efficiency variances —to get to an adjusted
variable or direct factory cost —and then contribution to fixed expense and
profit. It also shows fixed factory expense and the selling expense and adminis•
trative expense, both of which are period costs. Finally we come down to a net
profit figure.
At that point we have a profit figure which we can compare with the budget
or the goal of the company. We cannot stop at the contribution, but we must
also arrive at net profit. That gets us into the problem of allocation. I feel that
we have to allocate period or fixed costs to product lines, to plants, or some
other units of the business so we can make an appraisal of profit by segments
of the business. You may recall the N.A.C.A. Research Study* where certain
costs were allocated to product lines because they were period costs which ap* Assignment of Non manufacturing Costs for Managerial Decisions,
No. 19. N.A.C.A. Bulletin, May 1951, P. 1169.
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EXHIBIT 1

plied specifically to those lines. There are also period costs which are general,
a nd a pply to a ll o f the p ro du c ts whic h a r e ma n u fa ct u r ed by t he co mp a n y.

In pricing, you first come down to a figure which covers direct costs. Then
you add to that figure an amount which covers period costs which are specific
to the commodity line and another amount which would cover general period
costs. Finally you add a percentage which is your expected profit. When you
get into pricing, you have to build up to your price on some such basis. You
can not ignore fixed costs and simply work on the marginal contribution.
Comment: It seems to me if you have standard costs and you have on your
standard cost cards your fixed and variable costs, shown operation by operation
or process by process, that you are not going to overlook any of them in pricing,
The Seasonal Sales Situation
Question: I have two questions which relate to the profit figure as derived
under the direct cost plan.
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The first one concerns a manufacturing company whose sales are seasonal
or are affected by the annual introduction of new models where you have a three
or four -month period of inventory buildup, after which sales then start in
excess of the manufacturing rate. Would not profits be distorted by charging
the fixed costs against profits during the inventory buildup period rather than
absorbing some of them in the inventories?
The second question I would like to ask is in regard to a manufacturing plant
which makes more than one product and where part of the plant is periodically
idle. Where these direct costs appear as a period charge, do you not lose some
control over the measure of departmental loss or gain in the plant?
Comment: I favor direct costing because it simplifies the requirements in
measuring operating performance and deals only with what can be controlled.
It forces accountants to take the figures and deal with them statistically to arrive at the proper answers, and that is what should be done.
I think the answer to all these questions is that you put proper problems in
the proper places, by going to direct costing. You provide operation costs and
measures for efficiency and production that are appropriate. You resolve the
problems of what is normal, what is the connection between two, or three, or
ten plants' costs, inter -plant shipments, and so forth. You do this in a statistical
area that can be called profit planning. The accountant becomes a specialist,
doing what he is supposed to do in resolving problems for management.
Direct Costing Need Not Be Complicated
Mr. Keller: I mentioned that there are many companies which have been
using the direct cost plan for a number of years, among them the Dewey & Almy
Chemical Company. I think we have Mr. Jonathan Harris from that company
in the audience today. If any parentage can be ascribed to the direct cost idea,
certainly he is one of the fathers. Perhaps Mr. Harris, who wrote the first
article on direct costing, will give us his impression of the questions asked here
today.
Mr. Harris: My impressions are, as I have listened, that the people here
are making direct costing really a complicated proposition. It is not complicated
at all. If you start out with the proper chart of accounts and a proper departmentalization it is quite possible to accumulate in the departments the actual
expenditures that are incurred, both of a direct nature and of an indirect nature.
In our experience over the years, as I have stated in writing, it is possible
to set standards on an attainable basis, on a realistic basis rather than an
idealistic basis. If you do that, actual costs come so close to the standard as to
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be virtually the same. For example, in our standard costs, credits for production rarely vary more than one per cent from actual, and generally less than
one per cent, which I think is pretty good for any volume of business.
It was stated in the first part of this session that you have to change the
fixed costs whenever you change from one shift to two or three shifts. It has
been our experience that you do not. The volume of activity in a given factory
has no effect on the standards if they are properly set. We control our production through those standards. We do not budget them, except to get a forecast
profit and loss statement month by month or six months in advance.
All of the excluded expenses are controlled by budgetary means, based upon
the forecasts which have been made by various segments of the business, starting with sales and working downward, to show what our profits for the year will
be, month by month. We may over -run or under -run our budgeted departmental
expenses a bit, but we think it is just a waste of money to try to throw price
variances and volume variances into budget calculations.
We have been successful in conducting our business with a minimum number
of statements. There is the consolidated balance sheet and consolidated profit
and loss statement, and a divisional profit and loss statement for each of the
twenty-two sales divisions of our business. We have fifteen outstandingly
different major product lines. We know where we are making money on each
line and where we are losing money, because our actual out -of- pocket costs for
them are under control, as evidenced by the manufacturing variances representing the difference between credits for production and the actual costs of
production.
Having that sort of information, we then proceed to the development of the
profits by major product lines by following what I call the past performance
basis. We determine the sales and cost of sales by product lines for the twelve
preceding months. As each month of the new year goes along, we add the latest
month and drop the oldest month. For each month of the current year, our
overheads are allocated on the basis of past performance, which is something
which helps to throw out all discretionary allocations of overhead.
We feel, with the knowledge that we have of markets and the knowledge that
we have of whether we are getting a fair share of the market, that we are
pretty well in position to determine what kind of sales pricing we have to do
to get a larger share of the market.
In the beginning, we worried a bit about the sales department going hog
wild when they saw products with a larger gross profit in dollars and cents
than they had been accustomed to under orthodox standard costs. It was a matter
of indoctrination and we avoided a stampede of the sales department towards
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price cutting by exerting pressure from the top. The top sales executives controlled the matter of when prices should be cut. I wish I could impress upon
everybody that direct costing is not as complicated as it has been made to
appear.
Question: Mr. Harris has said that a very simple calculation could be made
at the year end to determine the amount of fixed costs excluded from inventory, in order to replace them in inventory for the balance sheet. Is that simply
a ratio on sales or production?
Mr. Harris: After you have been on direct costing for a year, I think everyone will agree that you know exactly how much factory overhead has been
excluded from the inventories, because you have incurred it as period costs in
departments. You also know what your direct cost of production has been for
the year, month by month. If you are like my company, you have some months
that are considerably better than others and it is easy to say that, if you could
have gotten the business that you got in your largest month every month, your
production would have been twelve times what it was in your largest month.
Thus, merely by multiplying your largest month by twelve, you have what you
could have made on a capacity basis.
Now, through the manufacturing department, you can readily decide that
perhaps you missed capacity production by, perhaps, ten or fifteen or twenty
per cent. You increase total direct cost of production to what could have been
had. Divide the total excluded overhead by this calculated capacity production
figure and you have the percentage that the overhead is of the direct cost. Apply
that to your direct cost inventory and you have immediately a slug that you put
into the balance sheet. It may involve increasing or decreasing the slug that was
in the balance sheet at the beginning of the year. It is as simple as that.
Mr. Keller: Instead of developing excluded overhead as a ratio to direct cost,
you may find, for example, that you have two months' production in inventory.
Therefore you have excluded from inventory two times your fixed costs per
month. That would be another way of getting at it.

No Profit in Manufacturing
Comment: I would like to answer a question which was asked earlier. The

inquirer seems to have been troubled by a situation where you have seasonal
production and seasonal sales, that is, buildup of inventory and consequent
liquidation of such seasonal products by selling.
I feel that you do not make any profit by manufacturing. You make it only
when you sell the goods and, consequently, you have period costs whether you
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manufacture more or less. You have pretty much the same period costs and,
therefore, those period costs should be reflected when they occur in the period.
I had one case to illustrate the point in the textile dyestuffs industry recently.
When the textile slump came about, this plant continued to manufacture for
inventory, following the theory that if there was reduced production, this socalled inventory profit would be lost. Consequently, inventory was built up
all out of proportion and, in effect, the company was capitalizing losses because
it had no reasonable expectation of selling these goods. When asked to curtail
production, management said, "We will not absorb our overhead," and resisted
curtailing production, which inevitably had to be done. Under the direct cost
method, it would have become apparent much earlier in the game, that the
company was not selling the goods, was not absorbing this fixed overhead, and
that further investment in buildup of inventory was completely unwarranted.
Mr. Keller: I think that same point is illustrated by the example in Exhibit 1
which you have in front of you. If you compare the first and second quarters,
you will find that, in the first quarter, production and sales were both 300,000
units. In the second quarter, production was 280,000 units and sales were
300,000 units. Under absorption costing, you have a $63,000 net profit in the
first quarter and, in the second quarter, you have a $56,000 net profit. It is
usually quite difficult to explain to management why profits decrease when you
maintain the same sales volume.
In the third quarter, production ran ahead of sales and again profit dropped.
If, in the second quarter, you explained the drop in profit on the basis that
you did not produce as much and if, in the third quarter when you are up to
first quarter production again, you say, "Well, this month we did not make the
money because we did not sell it," management may well be fairly confused.
If you drop down to the illustration of direct costing in the lower half of
the exhibit, you will find that, in the first and second quarters, when sales were
$300,000 in each period, the profits were $63,000 and, in the third quarter,
while production was up and sales were down, profits were $46,000.
The Tax Angle
Question: Would you care to comment, Mr. Keller, upon any knowledge you

may have as to the acceptance or rejection by revenue agents of the direct cost
plan in valuing inventories where it is an initial procedure with a company and
then again where a company has changed over from absorption costing to the
direct cost method?
Mr. Keller: I will base my comments on experiences which 1 have picked
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up in discussing this subject in other chapters and particularly at the Regional
Cost Conference at Indianapolis.
I understand that there are companies which have been on direct costing for
years and have been cleared by the Bureau of Internal Revenue. I understand
that there are other companies which have gone onto direct costing within the
last year or two, and in at least three instances brought to my attention, they
secured approval from the Bureau to amortize the fixed cost which they had in
their inventory over a period extending in one case, for three years, in another
one for five years, and in another one for ten years.
I know of no company which has just made a complete change of method and
has gotten clearance from the Bureau on it. Of course, if you are a new company, consistency would come into the picture. You can adopt a basis of accounting, and as long as you are consistent, you can go ahead.
American Institute Bulletin 29 deals with inventory pricing and it says, in
discussion of Statement Three of that Bulletin, that "it should also be recognized
that the exclusion of all overheads from inventory costs does not constitute an
accepted accounting procedure." While it says that the exclusion of all overhead is not acceptable, by inference the exclusion of some is acceptable. I think
there is ample latitude in the Bureau of Internal Revenue regulations pertaining
to income tax, to allow room for the direct cost basis of evaluation, but, of
course, it represents a change in accounting procedure. If you have been on full
absorption costing prior to this time, you have to get approval for the change.
Mr. Harris: I would like to ask Mr. Keller why it is necessary to get Bureau
of Internal Revenue approval if you undertake direct cost accounting? What
the amount of excluded overhead is at the end of the year, as compared with the
beginning of the year, can be determined and the inventory modified accordingly. Your taxable income becomes then exactly what it would be if you had
never gone over to direct costing.
Thus you do not have to get the Bureau of Internal Revenue approval and
you have all of the advantages, from the management's viewpoint, which follow
acceptance of the concept.
Mr. Keller:That is right, Mr. Harris. I interpreted the question to mean that
the inventory valuation used in the income tax return would be on the direct
cost basis, but, as you say, it can be used internally and not used for your public
balance sheet and your income tax return. In our company, we are definitely
considering using it only internally and arriving at the simple calculation of
the remainder of the overhead to be included in inventory value for published
statements and tax returns, just as Mr. Harris mentioned.
However, some companies seem to want to go the whole way and change their
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basis of inventory valuations for their tax returns. Of course, if you do that,
I think it does represent a change in accounting procedure.
Comment: I believe that it will take a little while before the Bureau will
give us any definite satisfaction on the matter. If we feel that there is some
benefit in this method, why can we not start off by doing it statistically from a
regular standard cost system.
It is possible to start off without fundamentally changing the accounting
system and to make a statistical analysis to show marginal costs and the contributions. When we have had a chance to experiment a little and when management
understands a little better, we can swing over to direct cost completely if we
wish to.

Some Doubts
Comment: I am not sure at this point whether I am for direct costing or
not, but I think that, up until the present time, my objection to direct costing
is that too much is claimed for it. I refer particularly to the statement that
"problems of setting expense absorption volumes are avoided."
Perhaps they are avoided for financial accounting purposes, but you have to
make expense allocations and identify absorption at different levels for a number
of other reasons. An example would be for selling price determination. I would
be the first to admit that costs do not set selling prices, but obviously, they do
have on influence upon selling prices, and over a long pull, your selling prices
have to recover costs. Therefore, whether you are on direct costing or not, I
think you have the problem of setting expense absorptions at different volumes
of business.
Comment: I would like to back up the previous observations. As far as the
advantages are concerned, if you are on orthodox standard costs, you have over and under - absorbed costs every month, and you know what you are doing anyhow. As to stating your fixed expense for management on reports, I think most
of us do that now. At least we show the factory fixed expense, the budget, and
actual and variable every month. But what seems to be bothering me is throwing this fixed expense out of product cost. About half of our factory overhead
is fixed overhead and you are really throwing out a pretty big chunk when you
decide to eliminate that.
We make a wire rope in which 61 wires go into one strand. Two men run a
machine, which costs $275,000, and there are a lot of fixed costs attached to
that particular operation. It bothers me to disregard that fixed cost, even for
inventory values. For the past twelve years, our company has segregated fixed
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Question:

Question:

costs so that, any time we want to get the marginal costs, we just deduct fixed
costs from the total. Thirteen years before that, I was in a manufacturing company having 81,000 parts in assembly, in which the product cost was split
between fixed and variable so one could always get back to out -of- pocket cost
if he wanted to.
We are using direct costing in one of our divisions now upon the recommendation of one of the leading management engineering firms in the country.
However, we are doing it both ways, getting the marginal contribution and also
the conventional actual gross profit. As an accountant, I like it. It gives us
more figures, beautiful figures and useful figures. However, I have to point out
that it is costing us more money, since we have to double cost every invoice
that we get. We run about 12,000 invoices a month on approximately 24,000
items. It costs money if you want to ride along on both bases and, up until now,
I cannot see giving up the old basis.
What has been the experience with direct costs in renogotiation
and in determining costs for government contracts?
I was just wondering, in that connection, how this would work
in connection with contract termination where there was a reconversion period.
Would you want to try to collect some of those fixed charges on your contract
termination?
Mr. Keller: I would think you would and I think, if you have them segregated
and know what they are, you are in a better position to collect them than if they
are lost in the accounts.
Direcf Cosfing Facilifafes Management Choices
Comment: I do not believe that the real, underlying reason for the necessity
of direct costs has been mentioned. Time and again, management's decisions
involve consideration of a choice of alternatives based on varying or different
volumes of sales. In other words, if you do one thing, you sell so much, and
if you do something different, you sell more. In costing the effect of those
alternatives, the direct costs become constant costs and fixed costs become
variables. It is only by breaking out these direct or constant costs that we can
go about the adjustment of the fixed costs to the choice of alternatives. It is
on that basis that direct costing has advantages, regardless of whether the direct
costing is actually set up in the accounts or merely kept on a memorandum basis.
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"Lilo" Techniques
Discussion Leader: HERBERT T. McANLY
General Partner, Ernst and Ernst, Cleveland, Ohio
1.

PRESENTATION OF THE SUBJECT BY THE DISCUSSION LEADER

I was asked to discuss lifo techniques, I was told it was to be an
informal meeting discussion and not to be prefaced at all by lengthy remarks, in order to save most of the time for discussion. I do believe that, if I
take the time to make a few brief comments on the general subject, it might
open up avenues for questions, so I will start out, with your permission—even
though it is not supposed to be a speech —by taking about ten or fifteen minutes
to discuss this subject generally.
When the last -in, first -out (lifo) principle of inventory pricing was first
introduced in the Revenue Act of 1939, it sought to offset the economic effect
of certain forces beyond the control of management, such as price movement.
It recognized that, to the extent an investment in inventory is required, the
value assigned to this investment should not be allowed to fluctuate and thereby
affect profits for the one -year intervals within a business cycle. It was believed
that sounder financial policies would result through elimination of price inflation
in determining net income and basing income tax payments, dividend distributions and wage levels only upon profits which were actually realized during
each fiscal period.
HEN

Early Narrow Interpretations of "Lifo" Applicability
The early Regulations (1939) issued by the Bureau of Internal Revenue
(which remained in effect for ten years) implied that the use of "lifo" was
to be limited to taxpayers having simple inventories. As a consequence, relatively few taxpayers adopted "lifo" at that time in the face of these adverse
interpretations. As we will bring out in our discussion, practical mechanics
are now recognized which permit its use in valuing the most complex inventories.
"Lifo" is now generally recognized as more dearly reflecting income. This
recognition is shown by the practices followed by the Department of Commerce
in its computation of national income, as confirmed in a statement in the 1951
edition of the National Income Supplement issued by the Department which
reads:
"The 'lifo' method of inventory accounting yields results most akin to national income practice." (Page 39)
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In any discussion of " lifo ", we should narrow our concept of profit to mean
available or realized income, for taxes take substantially more than half, actually
take up to eighty-two percent of income. Section 102 of the Revenue Code
puts pressure on dividend distributions. Demands for wage increases are geared
to reported incomes, also both consumer and government pressures exist for
price reductions as reflected profits increase.
Extensions of "Lifo" in the Past Decade
Through techniques evolved during the past ten years, the " lifo" method of
inventory pricing can be applied on a practicable basis to any inventory regardless of its complexity. Originally " lifo" was considered a device for only a
limited portion of industry, with simple homogeneous inventories. The simple
"dollar method" of " lifo" application has been recognized as providing a
practical means of applying the " lifo" principle to any manufacturer, wholesaler or retailer.
The dollar value method of " lifo" pricing makes it possible to apply " lifo"
to any type of business, regardless of the complexities of the inventory investment. This method came into being because the use of " lifo" was being unduly
restricted by the general impression that "lifo" could be applied only to quantities of identical items but that, if the principle was sound, practical means of
applying it must be recognized so as to permit its use in valuing the total inventory of any enterprise, even though operations involved the production, jobbing,
wholesaling or retailing of a wide variety of rapidly changing items. It was
felt that the last -in, first -out principle should be applicable in determining an
aggregate valuation of the group of products.
All items in a related group of products can be expressed in a common unit
which is "dollars" of investment at a specific price level. By using a basic
dollar value as the common denominator, we can, therefore, easily apply the
last -in, first -out principle, regardless of the complexity of the inventory. In
1941 my firm published a booklet entitled "Practical Method of Keeping
Inflation Out of Inventory Valuations," in which we suggested this dollar
method for all industry. Over the past ten years, the ideas advanced in this
pamphlet have gradually been recognized as acceptable by both industry and
the Bureau of Internal Revenue. In November, 1949, ten years after the 1939
regulation, the Commissioner stated that the dollar method of application of
" lifo" can be applied by any business.
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Method of Applying "Lifo" to Industrial Companies Generally
Thus, any company today, regardless of the complexity of its inventory, can
give consideration to "lifo" procedure, by the following simple method. The
objective is to express the ending inventory at the beginning of the year cost
price levels of materials, labor and overhead. In many cases, it is practicable
to extend the quantities on hand at the end of the year —of each raw material,
production in process and finished product —at the beginning of the year cost
price levels. Compare the grand total of the ending inventory thus expressed
with the ending inventory total computed under "fifo" on the latest cost basis.
The difference between these two totals represents the price increase or inflation in the ending inventory priced on a "fifo" basis.
If the total of the ending quantities, priced at the beginning cost price
levels, does not exceed the cost price of the beginning inventory, this total
would represent the true "lifo" cost assignable to the year -end inventory. If
the ending inventory priced at the beginning cost price levels exceeds the
beginning inventory, the excess represents an aggregate quantity increase. For
example, if the ending inventory priced at the beginning of the year cost levels
totaled $2,000,000 and the beginning -of- the -year inventory totaled $1,750,000,
only the difference of $250,000 would be an aggregate quantity increase, because
both inventories had been priced at the same levels. Only this excess, representing the aggregate quantity increase in the ending inventory, need be brought
up to the current cost levels (either the year's earliest, average or latest) under
a "lifo" calculation.
If it is elected to use the "latest" price level as applicable to an increase,
then the ratio of the total ending inventory, priced at the year's latest "fifo"
cost level, to the total of same inventory priced at the beginning cost price level,
will provide an index of price increase over the beginning cost level. This index
applied to the "dollars of increase" of inventory at the beginning cost price
levels, will give proper price to assign to the increase in inventory quantity
during the year.
Many times it is not practicable to compute the total inventory at both beginning and ending cost price levels. New items have entered the line or changes
have occurred in item specifications or in the time required in manufacture,
so that beginning -of- the -year item costs applied to current manufacturing specifications of quantities of materials and processing hours, are not readily available. In such circumstances, an index of price increases can be developed by
using a substantial representative portion of the ending inventory in making
this weighted comparison of beginning and ending price levels. This index
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can be used to reduce the total current cost price of the ending inventory to
the beginning cost price level for the purpose of determining the portion of the
inventory to remain at the beginning cost price level and the extent of aggregate
quantity increase.
It is important, in the development of this index of price change, that reductions in unit cost of manufactured items due to other than price reductions not
be permitted to offset price increases. Thus the quantity of an item of finished
product in the ending inventory should be extended at the current and at the
beginning -of- the -year cost price levels of materials, labor, and overhead for the
quantity of materials and processing hours called for in its current processing
specifications. For example, if an item cost at the beginning of the year included
two hours of labor at $1.00 per hour, its old labor cost was $2.00. If it now
requires only 1112 hours and the current labor rate is $1.25, its current cost
labor is $1.88. The current $1.88 labor cost should be compared with 11 2/
hours at $1.00, the beginning of the year hourly wage rate, or $1.50, to reflect
the true wage level cost increase of 25 per cent.
If "earliest" acquisition costs are to be applied to the dollar quantity increase,
an index of cost increase should be developed by comparison of beginning -ofthe -year cost prices with cost prices applicable to the earliest period in which the
equivalent of the dollar quantity increase was produced or acquired. Thus, an
index of end of the year cost price level over the beginning cost price level
would be used to reduce the total current cost level to the beginning basis and
the index developed to cover the cost increase applicable to the earliest acquisitions would be used to price the dollar portion representing the quantity increase in inventory.
If indexes are developed each year to cover the cost price increases of that
year, they can readily be adjusted to give effect to the increase in cost level over
the base cost established the first year of the adoption of "lifo." As the years
go by, comparisons of beginning and current cost levels to determine the index
of price increase for the current year are more readily calculable than a current
year cost comparison with the base cost level, since many items disappear entirely
or are greatly modified over the years.
An Illustration
Let us now review an illustration which shows how the "dollar application"
reflects changes in the relative quantities of different items making up an inventory handled as a whole under LIFO. We may assume, that in the first year
of "lifo," the beginning inventory was made up of:
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1,000,000 Units A at $ .50 = $ 500,000
1,000,000 Units B at
.75 =
750,000
500,000 Units C at 1.00 =
500,000
2,500,000 at average

.70

$1,750,000

If "lifo" were used on an average unit cost basis of 70 cents without regard
to make -up as to items of ending inventory content, the implicit assumption
is that the mixture on hand remains the same as at the beginning. If, however,
2 ,5 0 0 , 0 0 0 u ni ts (2 , 0 0 0 , 0 0 0 I t e m B a n d 5 0 0 ,0 0 0 I t e m C )

we r e o n h a n d in

the ending inventory, the "lifo" inventory cost at the average unit beginning
pri ce wo u l d be er ro neo u sly ex pr essed a s 2 ,5 0 0 ,0 0 0 u n its a t a ve ra ge .7 0 — $ 1 ,7 5 0 ,-

000, reflecting no "dollars of increase" of inventory at the beginning price levels.
To reflect properly the ending inventory total so as to give effect to changes
in the relative quantities of the items contained therein, the dollar total "lifo"
basis must be employed as follows:
End -of -year inventory at beginning of the year item prices:
2,000,000 Units Item B at $ .75 = $1,500,000
500,000 Units Item C at 1.00 =
500,000
Total ending inventory at
beginning prices

$2,000,000

This would give total dollar quantity increase of $250,000 over beginning
amount of $1,750,000. Then the end -of -year inventory increase must be priced
at either earliest average or latest cost prices. If we assume average price
method the calculations would be as follows:
2,000,000 Unit B

500,000 Unit C

.90 =

$1,800,000

1.15 =

End of year inventory at
average prices

575,000
$1,375,000

Index of price increase applicable
to inventory quantity
increase: $2,375,000
2,000,000

=

118.75%

The correct ending "lifo" inventory under the dollar value method would
then be:
Beginning Prices
Beginning inventory $1,750,000 � ia 100.
Dollar quantity
increase
250,000 [7a 118.75
$2,000,000
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As noted above, we have assumed the average price method as applicable to
the quantity increase. If either earliest or latest increase pricing basis were
employed, item prices would be used which are applicable to either the earliest
or latest amount of acquisitions approximately aggregating the quantity increase.
The Rule of "Cost Only"
At present under the Internal Revenue Code, we are confronted with the
"rigid cost rule" which freezes the beginning of the year cost of the year of
"lifo" adoption as a price floor in determining taxable income. We are now
actively sponsoring a movement to amend the code so as to permit the use of
the lower of "lifo" cost or market, rather than cost only. For those few taxpayers who were in a position to adopt "lifo" in the early "nineteen forties"
under the Bureau's narrow interpretation, the rigid cost provision is not too
unsatisfactory. However, the "cost only rule" now prevents its adoption by
the vast majority of companies which were originally misled into not using
"lifo" because of the Commissioner's restrictive interpretations relative to its
application. Also, the use of cost only makes no provision to cover new business which might come into existence at higher price levels.'
1. Unfortunately, the Camp and Reed Bills, which gave recognition to market, were not
acted upon at the last session of Congress. The sponsors of these bills state that they plan
to re- introduce them, or a substitute for them, at the next session.
2.

DISCUSSION

Changing from Present Method to Dollar Value Method
Question: We use the specific item method of pricing because we adopted
"lifo" before the clarification on the dollar value. We have, I would say,
two thousand items. Is there any Internal Revenue Bureau objection to switching from one type of calculation to the other?
Mr. McAnly: Not on the open years. In other words, it would not be considered an accounting change of the type that would require the taxpayer to
notify the agent during the first ninety days of the year. If you make a basic
change in accounting procedure, you must get permission during the first ninety
days, but this is not a basic accounting change but an improvement for greater
accuracy.
Questioner: The Internal Revenue Agents came in and studied our system
and agreed it was all right. However, in our case, when they first looked at it,
they took a few exceptions, which we had to correct.
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The ruling at that time was that "Lifo" had to be based upon comparison
of items of like kind in quality.
Mr. McAnly: That does not hold now. Take as an example a men's furnishings department in a department store. The BLS provides an index, accepted
by the commissioner, which says men's and boys' wear went up from, say 198
at the beginning to 203 at the end of the year, and therefore, you are entitled
to use that index to adjust the total value of the wide variety of items in that
category. The purpose of this is to give the company which has a wide variety
of changing items, the same break as another company with an inventory of lead
or some other basic commodity.
In other words, the more complex your inventory, the greater the inventory
investment you must necessarily have, and the greater your need for "lifo."
Unless you use this dollar value application, the objective of "lifo" is defeated
where it counts most.
Question: Can you tell me how you can change over from unit basis for
"lifo" to an index basis?
Mr. McAnly: Well, on open years there are two ways you can do it. One is
to go back to the beginning of "lifo."
Questioner: Let us say since 1939.
Mr. McAnly: All right, go back to 1939 and re -figure all of the years, even
though some are closed. It is very questionable, unless you were actually taken
off the dollar basis by the Commissioner, whether there is any way that you can
get a write -down based on the change in the closed years. Suppose that 1948
is your first year open and suppose by recalculating "lifo" the way it should
have been under the index basis, you have a quarter of a million dollars' reduction in what you began 1948 with. You might wind up with a nontaxable deduction for the adjustment to be made as of the beginning of the first year of
the change.
On the other hand, you can go back just to 1948 (the assumed first open
year) and use ending 1947 cost as beginning prices under the dollar value basis.
You will have a higher Lifo inventory but some day you will get that writedown if you go out of business or decrease the inventory. Also if we get the
lower cost or market rule for "lifo" enacted into law, you may get the writedown if market prices go below your beginning cost level.
There are a number of companies changing over. From a point of equity,
no one could say that you should have used the dollar value basis prior to 1949
for it was contrary to the existing interpretation of the Code.
Question: I would like to refer to Mr. McAnly's earlier example of application of the dollar value method. It confuses me when the talk is of a beginning178
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of -year price. In the case you outline, for instantc, would that be a price based

on average cost, last -in, first -out cost or "fifo" cost?
Mr. McAnly: It would be "fifo" cost. When you start "lifo" you take your
cost which has been built up on "fifo' and then average it for the item. Almost
every company has its year -end inventory on a "fifo' basis also, even after
adopting "lifo." Management wants to know the extent of the "lifo" reserve.
If you are going to value quantity increases on the "latest" cost basis rather
than the "earliest," then the index developed for determining "dollar of
quantity increase" can also be used to restore the current cost level to the dollars
of quantity increase.
Moreover, it is a self- deception to always think of valuing increases at earliest
acquisition prices. In a rising market, it would give you a lesser inventory, but
unless it is a permanent expansion, you might be better off to have that layer
expressed at a higher level and dropped back in against income at a later date.
Question: I am associated with Dennison Mfg. Co. My company adopted
"lifo" in 1950. The Internal Revenue agent who has been doing the auditing
sprung on me an informal 1949 ruling stating that the dollar method may be
employed by the taxpayer only if he has consistently used it. Do you know of
anything further on this?
Mr. McAnly: The regulations state that, if dollar value or any other method
is consistently used which will clearly reflect the income, it is acceptable to the
Commissioner. That was put in the November 1949 regulations. I think some
of the confusion as to who can use the dollar basis resulted from the Hutzler
case. Department stores follow what they call a retail inventory system, price
the individual items in their inventories at retail and adjust them back to cost
in departmental totals using a composite mark -up per cent for each department.
Throughout the case, it was pointed out that a department was a unit and so
treated. Also that a department store does not cost price inventory on an item
basis, just on a total dollar base for each department. The Sweeney and Basse
cases differed in this respect. These companies had always cost priced their inventories item by item and they were also permitted to use the dollar value
method.
Single Pool vs. Multiple Pools, Change in Inventory Composition
Question: On an inventory that has some 70,000 different items, will the

Bureau approve it as a single pool?
Mr. McAnly: I cannot answer as to what the Bureau will do. I can say this,
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I know of a company which has followed "lifo" since about 1940 and which
had some 60,000 manufactured products, made in four plants. In each plant,
there were established three pools, one for the material content, one for labor
content and one for burden content.
Actually you should be able to put all the pools together into one single pool.
If the index as constructed is properly weighted, you will get a more correct
answer. However, in the Tax Court dollar value cases (Hutzler, Basse and
Sweeney cases —one retailer and two wholesalers) there was departmentalization
and, with that as a precedent, the Internal Revenue Agents favor some classification. A single pool for the average manufacturer will probably cover less variety of product than is contained in the average department of a store.
The law talks about related products. In connection with formation of pools,
in some sections of the Bureau, the thinking is in terms of products related in
end use and markets in which they are channeled. Others try to think of classes
by kinds of material. My answer to the question is a single pool or as few
pools as will protect you from losing base in changing type of products. Otherwise some of your inventory will disappear and the additions will be in another
category and will be in at a higher level. You will be defeating the very purpose of " lifo" which is to keep the required inventory investment at a fixed
price level regardless of what the products are. After all, the inventory is made
up of materials and labor and burden hours and it does not matter over what
products they are distributed.
Question: At the present time, I think, the philosophy of most people has
been along the lines you suggested, to classify inventory in as few pools or categories as possible. However, I have been wondering just what would happen
should Congress now amend the law and allow write-down to market. Wou ld
it not logically follow that one might be better off with more pools than fewer?
Mr. M<Anly: If the only objective is to write down the inventory, you might
have a better advantage if you had more pools. However, suppose one pool disappears entirely and another pool comes into being (as, for instance, in the
carpet industry during the past couple of years, when, to some extent at least,
rayon and cotton replaced wool) and you have separate categories for each
material content, with grades recognized in the mixture through the dollar basis.
If one pool disappears entirely and another comes in and you have not had the
benefit of offset, the cost or market principle is not going to help. You will be
carrying along new cost.
I believe that the fewer pools the better off you are. I think you get a truer
reflection of income than if you break them down for the purpose of possibly
some day getting a greater write -down to market. Whatever pools you have,
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pool?

you certainly will have to figure market value for each category as a whole, to
compare with the "lifo" calculation for that category.
Question: I had an experience in which a client was dealing with manila
hemp fiber which came from the Philippines. Because the company could not
get all it wanted from there, it got some from India. It is of the same botanical
family and is used in the same proportion in the finish of the product and it
has the same end use, whether Manila or Indian.
One revenue agent came in and said, "You have got to put this Indian fiber
in with the Manila." The next revenue agent came in with a letter from Washington and he said, "No, you have got to split the India from the Manila."
That is a very exaggerated case, I think, where you have essentially the same
fiber and the Bureau wants to split it into different pools or classifications.
I should like to get your observation on how you feel or how you feel the
Treasury Department might react to a sampling method in arriving at indices
under the dollar value method. That is a tremendous task where you have a
great many items on your inventory.
Mr. McAnly: The only tax court lifo cases that we have to date are all based
on sampling. In one warehouse and retail grocery chain, there were about 2500
items in about twenty -six classifications. They conducted a sampling of price
tests in each classification. In the Hutzler case there was offered an index developed by a non - government body. The government attorneys and their experts
reviewed the manner in which the index was put together and they found a lot
of errors. Then the parties compromised and decided they would accept, for the
sake of being practical, an index developed by the Bureau of Labor Statistics.
Question: If market is to be considered as a "lifo" base if lower than cost,
would you compare market values with individual segments or layers of a
Mr. McAnly: Are you talking about the proposed amendment to the Internal
Revenue Code, discussed earlier?
Questioner: Yes.
Mr. McAnly: There are arguments for both ways. It would seem that there
is a great deal to support the contention that you should look at the aggregate of
the category, which is the beginning plus any layers, at their respective costs, and
compare the total of the category with market. We have talked about that among
the group which has been sponsoring the amendment, considering which would
be more acceptable, more conservative, etc.
To take each layer in the pool and bring it back to market would be more
conservative but may be a little more difficult to support.
On the other hand, perhaps a cost layer happens to be a temporary layer, an
inventory increase likely to be liquidated, say, at an index of 150, with the basic
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pool at 100 and market is at 130. By writing the particular layer down to market, you are putting into this year's operating cost a market loss that would
otherwise go against next year's cost of sales which conforms to normal procedure under the lower of "fifo" cost or market. There is a compromise position
and that would be to treat the cost and market comparison in the aggregate for
the pool but not to start over with one new average price or index. The reduction would be taken all out of the top layers and thus preserve the old lowest
cost base.
Adaptation to Standard Costs
Mr. McA nl y:

The use of the so -called basic standard cost in valuing inventory was brought up earlier. Any company operating standard costs and taking
an inventory at a fixed standard may have in the past under "fifo" —for tax
purposes— adjusted its total standard inventory by a variance ratio covering the
most recent months in which the acquisitions totalled the approximate standard
inventory value to get an actual cost. Now, under "lifo" all that is necessary
is to adjust the standard value of the increase. Suppose you have a million
dollars' standard value. At the end of the year you figured again at these beginning standards and you had $ 1 ,2 0 0 ,0 0 0 , giving $ 2 0 0 ,0 0 0 of increase at starting
standard prices. Suppose the current adjustment ratio is ten per cent. Normally you would have added the ten per cent to the $ 1 , 2 0 0 , 0 0 0 . Under "lifo"
you say, "No, I will keep one million on the old base and I will put the ten
per cent increase on the $ 2 0 0 ,0 0 0 of quantity increase." You have done exactly
the same thing that you have done under "fifo," except that under "lifo" you
treat the ending inventory as though on hand at the beginning to the extent
thereof and adjust only the excess over the beginning standard value.
Qu e sti o n : We have changed the cost system in one of our divisions from an
actual cost system to a standard cost system and I have arrived at an index
which is lower than the previous year in spite of the fact that we had material
price increases.
M r . M c A n l y : Your objective should be to remove the price increase from
inventory. You apparently are permitting specification changes as to material
quantities and hours required to offset price changes. Suppose that you had
taken your ending inventory and extended it as the current specifications of
processing time so as to determine the total quantity of hours in that inventory at
the end of the year. Suppose there are a million hours in the inventory. Perhaps a
year ago you also had a million hours. Perhaps this million hours is now spread
over a greater number of units of product which is what would be the case if
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you have introduced technological improvements with resultant time economies.
However, if you deal in hours, you automatically prevent price increases from
being offset by time reductions: in other words, you just price each hour. If
you improve your efficiency, you will have more units but you are in effect dealing in hours not units.
Of course, it is not always practical to express your inventory in hours. However, if you use beginning of the year cost levels on the current (year end)
specifications of material quantities and hours required in the individual products and get the relationship of the beginning value to the current ending value
on that basis, you develop an index relationship which is not reduced by the
effect of technological improvements.
Question: How about the base year price?
Mr. McAnly: Well, you start out with beginning of the year cost as the LIFO
base the first year. At the end of the first year both beginning and ending inventory at "lifo" base cost are easily determined. At the end of the second year,
you can either build your index by valuing your current inventory at the base
year price or at the beginning of the current year price. The reason for going
back only a year each time is that fewer new items are in the inventory. After
a ten -year period, you might have very few items which you would have readily
available at 1940 costs for example, so, just by using the most recent annual
comparison, it is always easy to work the current year's price relationship back
to the base date relationship.
Question: I would be very interested to know what experience you have had
in determining varying costs of overhead where you have a material
labor
pool and overhead pool, and a standard cost basis.
Mr. McAnly: Y o u are talking about how to develop the index on the overhead element in the inventory?
Questioner: That is right.
Mr. McAnly: I am glad you brought that question up because we have experienced a few cases in which an increase in production has decreased the overhead rates and yet we know there has been an increase in overhead because the
supply content and indirect labor content both have had price increases. I would
take the current overhead rates at the end of the year and adjust the content of
the indirect labor, supplies, etc., for cost increases which have occurred during
the year. For example, if 180 per cent is the year's burden rate, based on current production, and the removal of cost price increases reduces it to 150 per
cent, the index of increase is 180 over 150 (even though it might have actually
been 200 per cent last year on a lower activity). Unless you do that, you are
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going to have an offset of cost decrease because of greater quantity, offsetting
the price increase.
Construction of the Indexes
Question: I am somewhat concerned over the clerical work involved, particu-

in

larly the peak load at the end of the year, with dollar value method. I gather
from your remarks that, for index construction purposes, we might use certain
key items rather than the complete inventory. Is that correct?
Mr. McAnly: That is right, but you must remember they have to be representative. You may have several thousand items but could get fifty or sixty
per cent of the inventory with using only a hundred of them. If you take a few
price comparisons in each general classification and weight each in relation to
quantity, the price index you build up will be satisfactory. You have the same
right to be practical as the retailer has and you should be able to use sampling.
It does not always require a double extension of the inventory to get an index.
If you have labor content of your inventory available and you know that your
wage comparisons between now and a year ago represent a twelve per cent increase, that is all you need to determine the effect of the labor increase on the
overall index.
Question: What are accepted indexes? Do you use accepted published indices?
Mr. McAnly: Where it is practical to do so, you should use your own cost
comparisons. So far the only published indices which have been accepted have
been in the department store field, where it was agreed that it was the only practical thing to do. It is usually not a very difficult job to develop an index especially the manufacturing business, for the cost of a product that may have just
entered the line can be constructed at any price level.
Question: I was thinking of raw materials in particular.
Mr. McAnly: Well, your own price comparison may not be the same as an
index for market comparisons because of the lag in deliveries of materials or
the carry-over of commitments. I say develop your own and resort to the use
of national indexes only if it is not practical to develop a company index.
Question: I want to raise a question about the dollar value method, with
regard to the possibility of getting an increase factor at several points during
the year.
Mr. McAnly: Y o u only need to develop one for the first period of the year.
In other words, if you take the ending quantities which you have expressed at
the beginning price level and then take those same ending quantities and price
those at the prevailing prices in say the first quarter, you would get your index
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which would apply to the increase, on the "earliest" basis if the first quarter
acquisitions equalled the inventory increase.
Questioner. I was thinking that, if you had an exceptionally large increase
in dollar value, you might have to go to your second quarter.
Mr. McAnly: Y o u should use the prices over a period of sufficient length to
cover the dollars of increase.
One other way to do it is to take the acquisition costs during the period and
extend them all at the beginning values and compare the actual purchase acquisition costs with the total of these beginning values, but there you are assuming
shat the mixture of purchases would be the same as contained in the ending
inventory. I would rather use the ending quantities. I think it is better weighting. One method which has been advocated is to develop the index to apply to
the additional layer by extending only items in which there have been actual
increases in quantity at both price levels.
Question: We are in the chemical manufacturing business. The particular
products which we put in the original groups seem to give us trouble.
Mr. McAnly: Are you using average prices in the group?
Questioner: Y es .
Mr McAnly: Not dollar value?
Questioner: No, average prices.
Mr. McAnly: Y o u see, when you use average prices, you will not get the cor-

rect answer unless the mixture of the items in the group remains constant. If
you switch to the dollar idea, you can put any items together, regardless of price
range, because an item which costs twice as much as another is the equivalent
of two units. The dollar value method gives effect to changes in the product
mixture.
Questioner: The specific problem I wanted to give you was that, within this

group, there might be certain materials made from raw materials which come
from petroleum products and also, within the group, there might be another
collection which is made from vegetable oil products. Conceivably one could
rise when the other falls. We feel powerless to handle the situation. The thing
does not look right to us.
Mr. McAnly: But if you use a dollar value basis, then, regardless of which
way the prices go on any of the items, you always take what is on hand at the
end of the year, and express that at the latest cost and also either at the base
cost or at the beginning -of- the -year cost and you have a properly weighted index
which applies to that particular group or mixture. It does not matter how wide
the price range is within the group.
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Profit and the Changing Price Level
Question: Some seem to fear loss of profit on the use of "lifo" in a subsesequent year due to the decline of prices, particularly in raw materials such as
leather or textile industry. What is the best refutation of that argument?
Mr. McAnly: Well, of course, your concept of profit has to be narrowed to
mean available profit. When prices go up, you actually have the same thing you
had before as an inventory investment. If you call the increased inventory cost
a profit, then you must subsequently call the decrease a loss when prices go
down. However, under "lifo" only profit which is realized is called profit.
When prices go up, you do not call the increased inventory cost a profit. On
"lifo" you will have a greater profit when prices go down because your inventory was not written up with the price rise. Some call this a transfer of profits.
I think it is a deferment of what should not be reflected as profits until actually
realized. If you dissipate a supposed profit in taxes and dividends, you may
be out of business before you ever get the advantage of the price decline.
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Distribution Cost Analysis
Discussion Leader: E. W. KELLEY
Controller, Macy's, Kansas City, Mo.
1.

PRESENTATION OF THE SUBJECT BY THE DISCUSSION LEADER

for me to give a speech. We want
I to review some of the problems of marketing
and distribution costs, and disT IS N O T T HE PURPOSE O F THIS ME E TI N G

cuss them together. However, so that everyone will have a general idea of the
subject, and to get our minds thinking the same way, I would like to review
with you a few general statements about marketing costs.
The management of every business must decide what products to sell. It must
decide where and to whom to sell them and how to price them. And it also
must determine what methods to use in selling them and the manner of their
distribution. In addition, management must appraise the actual results of all
marketing efforts against what the results should have been. To make such
decisions, management needs to have cost and income data. Lack of accurate
and complete accounting information may cause management to hesitate to act
or to act blindly.
In order that our thinking will be on common ground, let us spell out the
problems involved in marketing costs. We have the same problems in marketing costs as in manufacturing, except that of inventory valuation. However,
we have not applied the same accounting methods to marketing which have
proved successful for manufacturing operations. If we followed the same pattern that is used in manufacturing, a manager of marketing would first make
his plan, secondly, set the standards based on this plan, thirdly, measure the
actual performance and match it against the standard, and, lastly, check the
plan to see that it has been a good one.
The problems of marketing costs can be broken down into two groups. The
first group of problems arises in the measuring of efficiency of operations. The
second group consists of problems involved in comparing the present method
of marketing with other possible methods. The first group has been named
"cost control" and the second group "cost analysis ".
The Area of Cost Control
Let us further define what we mean by cost control. Cost control of marketing operations is the measurement of an activity against a goal or a standard.
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Management has already determined the marketing method. Cost control measures performance in the execution of the prescribed method and indicates appropriate action to correct unfavorable deviations.
Cost control is more difficult in the field of marketing than in manufacturing
because of the lack of repetitiveness and the lack of consistency in our distribution operations. Many phases of marketing do not lend themselves to the assembly -line technique of manufacturing. As a result, business men have riot been
able to find as reliable standards for distribution as for manufacturing operations. The nature of marketing also makes for very little comparability between
companies. That is, there seldom is any one best way as applied to all companies, even in a single industry. This is true because we usually are unable to
stabilize the various factors affecting a marketing method in the way that we do
in manufacturing. The most useful measures of accomplishment have been
those which have been developed within a particular company. In other words,
the most reliable standards are those which a business has developed by study
within its own organization. Much progress remains to be made in the continued observation and collection of factual information within individual companies. This will contribute to the establishment of more realistic standards for
our marketing performance.
Production personnel have gone a long way toward standardizing operations
and processes without relating them to an ultimate purpose. Companies manufacturing automobiles and companies manufacturing tractors can still be guided
by the same standards of performance in their castings, sheet metal, etc. We
put together like things and like processes which can be made statistically accurate. Then we assign people to control these things. First, we deal with the
control of the processes, then we deal with people.
This principle is difficult to apply to marketing. You can develop the perfect
sales technique, yet, without results, it is no good. A small advertisement may
pull better than a large one. A short sales call time is worthless unless results
are reflected in sales. A method of transportation is not good without giving
the customer proper service. Thus, one salesman, one market, one means of
transportation, one product is never so like another that controls by processes
can be accepted by themselves.
At this point you are probably asking what is the needed ingredient to establish a method of cost control. In distribution, our control centers must be
pointed around the responsibility of people. What actually happens is that certain costs, which are related to specific operations, are grouped and assigned to
an individual who is charged with the responsibility of controlling them. They
are controlled as a group or as a complete operation.
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As in manufacturing, there are several methods of cost control which can be
applied to distribution costs. 1'he incorporation of cost standards in the accounts
for marketing is usually not advisable because of the frequently changing factors
in the distribution processes. Neither do we have the need to show standards
in the accounts for inventory valuation. Rather, it seems more advisable to
record the actual costs in the accounts and compare these with budgets and
statistical standards. This method of cost control enables the weighing of marketing operations on a current basis without the formal recording of standards
in the accounts.
The Area of Cost Analysis
We have examined the first area of marketing cost problems, that called cost
control. Now we should review the second group of problems, the area of cost
analysis. The problems of marketing cost control are encountered only when
a company markets its own products. On the other hand, the problems of marketing cost analysis or special study are present even though outside marketing
agencies are used. We are interested in market cost analysis whether or not we
have an integrated marketing system.
Analysis of marketing operations is the study of the present method of distribution in comparison with all other possible methods. Such analyses are used
to determine the effective pattern of marketing policy for management to follow.
In the field of marketing cost analysis, we study and review our distribution
segments to expose the whereabouts of strength and weakness. We are interested in the potentials of other marketing methods, even though we do not sell
our products to the ultimate user. We need to reframe marketing operations
from many points of view. Surveys have shown that many companies do not
look beyond their own net sales in the analysis of marketing costs. This is obviously a mistake and a short - sighted point of view.
How do we go about comparing different methods of distribution? First, we
must find out the difficulties we face. We then discover or attempt to define
what would happen under other possible and feasible methods. Thirdly, we
choose or decide the best method from the point of view of cost and service.
The best method does not always mean how little the cost. It may also mean
how much the service or how effective the job. Lastly, we follow through and
measure actual accomplishments of our method against the estimated accomplishments. This analysis may look toward choice of methods of distribution, choice
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EXHIBIT 1

of markets, choice of customers, choice of products, etc. It provides the eyes
for management to determine their marketing policy.

Necessity for a Concrete Plan
Whether we are examining our marketing operations from a cost control point
of view or cost analysis point of view, we still have to have an adequate account190
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ing plan if we want to use our accounting information. Now, an adequate accounting plan in marketing starts with the setting of responsibilities and functions. Responsibilities and authority cannot be set by accountants. They must
be set by management. But our accounting must be built around what has been
set up by management and, in some instances, we have to point out to management whether or not the setup is proper. So, in setting up our accounting, to
correspond with the responsibilities and functions involved, I am, after all,
talking about a comparable type of thinking to that employed in having our
accounting for production set up by cost centers and departments. In fact, I use
the term "functions" in the same manner as you would use "cost center" in
manufacturing accounting.
The second problem in our accounting planning is to see what size we want,
i.e., whether the accounting should be on a national basis or a district basis,
whether you want accounts for a group of warehouses or a single warehouse,
or how many you would want. The needs of management govern that. That
does not mean that, if you set something up on a group basis, you cannot break
it down on a special study basis.
Exhibit 1 shows an account for selling expenses, having the figures for the
actual previous year and the actual expenses for the current year or period, as
well as the budget amount and the amount over or under the budget. This
would be for a sales district and the account detail would be, in this instance,
appropriate to the expenses of that operation.
The rather unique thing about this plan, I believe, is what you see at the
bottom of the report below the caption "Total -Route and Direct." It was found
in previous years that certain operations which were managed by specialized personnel in each field were affected greatly by the demands of the sales organization itself. If you set up the accounting for the particular operation as such —
specialist and all —but assigned no responsibility whatever to the selling people
whose actions had a great effect upon the operating cost of the service, there
would be no effective way of reflecting the cost in field selling operations. So
a method was set up to supply a service charge on a usage basis.
Now I will not get too far into the methods that were used to set up the
service charges because, you can readily understand, the cost varies on more
than one denominator. However, we might mention warehousing as an example,
taking a common warehouse which was operating for the various sales divisions.
You might have three sales divisions, and if the warehouse served all and each
had two districts, there would be six districts which would get a charge. As to
the service charge for premises, this represents the responsibility of one group
SEP TE MBE R, 19 52
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of people. It is considerably simplified if handled as one item and not broken
down to garages, offices, etc.
The next item under service charges, sales accounting and credit, is the accounting cost, the accounts receivable and credit cost for the sales operation.
Unless it is reflected as a service charge the cost effects of the demands of the
sales organization for reports, service, etc., are not apparent. Whether there are
a hundred people in the accounting department or fifty is then of no concern
to the sales people. However, the minute you start making a service charge, the
department receiving it wants to know all about your staffing. There is benefit
in that way, as long as the discussion is on a friendly basis. The people in
charge of the accounting and sales can put their coordinated efforts together
and avoid having reports without considering the cost.
2.

DISCUSSION PERIOD

Question: How can we measure results of sales promotion and advertising?
That is something we would like to know more about.
Mr. Kelley: Well, I could tell you all I know about the subject, but it probably is not as much as you would like. There are some ways, and although they
are not such that you can necessarily say of any of them, "This is it," I think
that, rather than operating on hunch or having nothing on which to base your
decision, experimental means of measuring results are serviceable. For example,
you can do project accounting on advertising, which means that you accumulate
the cost by projects. If you are going to have a campaign, for instance, you can
accumulate its costs as a group of projects, whether it is by district mail or by
coupon. You can set a cost control of the cost itself, in that way, and you accumulate the cost by projects rather than have millions of dollars in one pot:, So
that handles the cost aspect.
Now, as to effectiveness, there are two means that you can use, and you have
to use them together. I think management should have a goal for each campaign and I know that some companies require their sales management to state
which goals they hope to accomplish. I think that is reasonable because, if we
were going to operate a plant, we could not get an appropriation from our
board of directors without telling them what we are going to do with that plant.
I think that type of thinking is needed more by top management. So, let us
assume that we have the sales management giving us a goal. We can begin to
measure sales in this district against that goal. Now, if your sales are running at
a certain level before the period and you measure what increases or decreases are
taking place in obtaining the goal or objective set, then you are beginning to
get some measurements of what is taking place.
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General economic conditions as they affect sales have to be considered also
and so we have to add something on that phase if we are to find out how effective our job is. That is where market statistics come in. If you had twenty per
cent of the market before the campaign, and developed twenty -three per cent
after it, even if you did not reach your sales goal, you might have a successful
program. You have to develop the two together.
The part played by the market statistics can be developed from two points of
view: what the customers are buying and what your retail outlet is. You perhaps sell to an in- between account and you have two goals in mind, first, to
increase your stock, and second (and most important), to increase the sales
to the consumer. Quite often it is difficult to increase the sales to the consumer
until you have your products piled up. If you have products in a retail store
and are getting more play —and I am using the word generally —it is bound to
help. So the market sometimes shows both things.
Take a soap company as an example, the company which tries to appeal to
the consumer through mass media. They can get research studies to see what
constitutes representative sales during campaigns, before the campaign, and after
the campaign. These are the various criteria which become the means of following the progress that is taking place. In selecting advertising media, there
are various sources of studies to show what the appearance of the magazines and
various newspapers are and, not only how many readers they have, but the type
as well. These studies can be used as a guide as to what results can be expected.
Further questions from the floor brought out the following points:
Comparisons applied to actual distribution costs may be made with either figures for previous periods or with budgets.
The former have the advantage of indicating trends but the latter are usually
more satisfactory, since the previous
periods may reflect unsatisfactory results.
2 One company has tried both branches
and distributors for distribution in certain territories and has found that use of
branches results in more efficient distribution, costwise, because of closer control, while use of distributors results in
greater sales because of the psychological advantage of having a representative well -known in the area. The former method results in more profit and less
volume and the latter in more volume
and less profit.
3. Reports of transportation costs, comparing actual with standard, are helpful for
control purpose as well as for statistical
SEP TE MBE R, 19 52

information. Among other things, uneconomical routings of product in the
path from plant to warehouse to customer, may thus be disclosed. However,
it should be noted that clerical economy
usually requires the extensive use of
averaging in setting standards, thus resulting in justifiable variance due to
change in mix in many instances.
4. Warehousing costs may be classified into
(and reported as) space costs —which
are generally fixed —and handling costs
—which are generally variable. However,
both these categories of cost should be
compared with the cost of the same
service purchased outside the company,
since the fixed cost elements can usually
be eliminated by subletting, payment of
liquidated damages for breach of lease,
etc. If it is important enough, management will do something about it.
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5. Coordination of delivery dates, resulting
in short delays in delivery, may result in
marked transportation savings. This is, of
course, a question of degree and shipment delays for the purpose of economy
must be recognized as less effective service, which may result in loss of some
customer goodwill.
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6. In considering cost alternatives you have
to consider also the service rendered,
because you might find you are willing
to pay five per cent more for the cost in
marketing, i.e., that the service you get
for that five per cent more would mean
a more effective job, so that you would
end up in a better position.
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